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1.2 MUSSEL COMMUNITY STUDIES
1.2.1 Introduction
The rocky intertidal region of the California coaetline is
characteristically banded wi th conspicuous zone s of organi sms
(Ricketts et a!.. 1968). nttllus cal1fornianus (Conrad), dominates
one of these zones in populations which are so dense that they are
often referred to as "mussel beds". The mussel beds dominate middle
inter tidal areas although they have been recorded as high as +1.5 m
(+5.0 ft.) in the intertidal zone as well as in shallow subtidal
areas (Ricketts et a1., 1968). These limits are extremes, and the
actual intertidalheight of a specific population will depend on many
local factors including angle of the substrate and degree of exposure
to wave action. Although M. californianus is the most conspicuous
occupant of this region, it Is not the only inhabitant.
The mussels attach to the underlying substrate and other mussels by
secreting sttong byssus threads. This mode of attachment enables
mussels to stack up layer upon layer. often forming beds several
centimeters thick. Sediment. detritus and other debris are trapped
within the three-dimensional structure of the mussel bed. This
material coaes ft'om a variety of sources inc.luding terrestrial
run-oU a"d suspension In senW8ter. The mussel bed thus becomes a
mlcroenvlroJ'1JDentproviding habitat, food and shelter far a variety of
small invertebrates. This complex association of organisms is
referred to as the My tilus caUfornianus communi ty, and named for
cocvenience after the macroscopically dominant organism.
In the past ,studies of mussel communities have been limited to
selected topics i.e., succession (Hewatt, 1937; Reish, 1964; Paine,
1966. Cimberg, 1975). These studies were probably limited by the
cOlIIplex nature of the community and by the absence (in the past) of
anAlytical techniques capable of handling the large quanti ty of data
generated by an investigation of this community. The complexity of
this community vas shown In a survey of a relatively small area in
central California (Kanter. 1978). A total area of l~ss than one
square meter collected by coring yielded a faunal list of over 100
species. This is, to the author·s knowledge, the rl~hest faunal
concentration per unit area in the intertidal region. The extreme
f3unal richness and abundance were highly correlated with three
dimensional characteristics of the muspel bed microenvironment.
Specifically, the quantity of coarse fraction material and the
quantity. size and size distribution of sediment were the most
important factors affecting community structure. The differences
between geographically separate mussel communities vere predicted to
be greater than those recorded among communi ties that were separat~d
by less than 80 km (50 udles).
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t The' high concentration of organisms i~dicates that the mussel bed is
an important habitat in the intertidal area.
Any major disturbance that alters the physical or chemical nature of
this microenvlronacnt is predicted to influence the associated
comlllunity. ,For eXdmple, oil carried ashore from an oil spill can
bec(lllle stranded on the mussel bed. Thili oil may run between the
lIlUssels and cause the death of associated fauna by smothering or by
acute toxic effects, or both.
Investigations following major oil spills ha"e concentrated on
·surface or macroscopic species (Nicholson and Cimberg, 1911; Foster
et al, 1971; North et aI, 1964; Chan, 1973; Straughan et al., in
prep:). This lim! ted VIew was probably restricted by fUnding and
time constraints. However, the fate of a major faunal component of
the intertidal region, the mussel community, has been neglected. The
Bureau of Land Management's survey of the outer continental shelf
affords an excellent and long overdue opportunity to document
background (baseline) data on mussel comlllunities from major
geographic areas of southern Cali fornia.
During the first year of this program ~ 975-19:'6) mussel communities
from sb geographic areas were examine. these localities included
two mainland sites: Coal OJ. 1 Point and San Diego;, and four' island
sites: San Miguel Island, Santa ~uz tslond, Santa Barbara Island
and San ~colas iAland. the faunal cooponenE or the mussel beds was
quantitatively analyzed using classificatory techniques (Clifford and
Step~enson, 1975). These analyses organized the large quantities of
data into biologically meaningful patterns of community structure and
·distribution. The mussel beds sampled were divided into two distinct
grOUPY, one group composed of mainland samples and the other of
island samples. These two general areas were characterized by unique
species assemblages. The assemblages appear to correspond with
"warm
M
and "cold" water provinces which were previously described for
intertidal species along the mainland coastline, n(,rth and south of
P",~::i: Conception (Johnson and Snook, 1967; Light e:: al., 1970). No
over all changes in species composi tion were noted dur ing the seasonal
sampling. The mussel communiUes examined were very rich
encompassing conservatively 346 specip.~. The riche~t areas, in terms
of spec:ies diversi ty were Coal 011 Point and Santa Cruz Island while
the lowest number of species were recorded from the san Diego mussel
beds. The results produced no evidence that 011 from natural 011
seepage adversely affected resident mussel cOlIIlIIuni ties of nearby
a:eas. A pUot study was Ini tiated curing the 1975-1976 program to
determine if relative intertidal height of the mussel bed, within a
site influenced community structure. The results of this st.udy
suggest that both species composition and abundance variations were
associated with differences in intertidal height. In addition,
structural features of all mussel beds including physical and
chemical variates were measured during this study. Multiple
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discriminant analys1s (Green. 1971. 1972; Smith. 1976) was used to
determine which features were most consistently associated with
mussel cOllllDuni ty differences. Sediment and coarse frac:tion (shell
and rock debris) were found to be the most important structural
features and provided microhabl tats wi thin the mussel bed for many
invertebrate species.
The Bureau of Land Management program (1976-1977) was expanded in the
second year to provide broader geograpiac coverage of the mussel
communities wi thin the southern California area. Mussel beds at
. eleven locali ties were sampled. The locali ties included four
mainland areas: Government Point. Goleta Point, Corona del Har and
San Diego; plus seven island sites: San Miguel Island, Santa Rosa
Island, Santa otuz island, Santa Barbara Island, Santa Catalina
Islond, San Nicolas Island, and San Clemente Island (Figure
III-1.2-1). The Goleta Point locality replaced the collection area
at Coal Oil Point sampled during the 1975-1976 program. In addition,
to incteased geographic coverage, emphasIs was placed on intraslte
COllIlDunity variation. Spaciflcally the effect's of relative intertidal
height extremes were examined. Three of the new geogTaphic-
localities which were of special interest were sampled during both
the summer and winter. in an effort to document any notable seasonal
differences in the c01ll1Duni ty • !road compari sons of other factor s
affecting mussel community structure and diversity were also examined
during the second year program and include:
1. Contrasts of mainland ver~us island mussel community biota.
2. Descriptions of north-south variations in mussel cOlDlllunity
biota.
3. Comparisons of mussel cOIIImunities exposed to natural oil
seepage versus communities without this exposure.
1 • 2. 2 Me thod sand Ha teriaIs
This section describes techniques used to sample the mussel
communi ty. to conduct laboratory analy!ils of both biotic and abIotic
components of the mussel bed and to analyze the data.
1.2.2.1 Field Sampling
The Hytllus cal1fornianus community· was sampled from eleven rocky
inter tidal &i tes along the southern Cali fornia coast (F1 gure
111-1.2-1). The localities included four mainland sites: Government
Polnt t Coleta Poi nt t Cor ona de 1 Mar and San D1 ego; plus seven 1 sland
sites: San Miguel Island, Santa Rosa Island, Santa Cruz Island, Sallta
Barbara Island t Santa Catalina Island, San Nicolas Island and San
Clemente Island (Figure 111-1.2-1. Figures IlI-l.2-2 through
111-1.2-12). .
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Figure 1. 2-1. Map showing all mussel community collection localities.
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Figure 111-1.2-3. Goleta Point collection locality.
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Figure 111-1.2-4. Corona del Mar collection locality.
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Figure 111-1.2-9. Santa Barbara collection locality.
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Figure 111-1.2-6. San Miguel Island collection locality.
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Figure 111-1.2-10. Santa Catalina Island collection locality.
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Figure 111-1.2-11. San ~icolas Island collection locality.
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Within each geographic collection locality two separate sampling
areas were established. The t"''O sampling areas represented the
accessible, inter tidal height extremes that the mussel bade s)
occupied. Th~ samples from the upper intertidal area were designated
A, while those from the lower area were labelt'd B.
All mussel bed localities were sampled once during the Summer (Table
III-l.2-1). Three 10cal1ties, Gtlvernmp.nt Poir.t, Golpta Point and
Santa Rosa Island w~re sampled again dur ing the Winte:. (Table
111-1.2-1) to determine t f there was any signt Hcant seasonal
variation in community species composition or abundance.
Prior to collection, each area was photographed from above for future
reference using an Instamatic camera. Reference photographs were
also· taken following the collection. Ambient water and air
temperatures, as ~11 as i~ternal and surface mussel bed temperatures
were recorded using a Yellow Springs Instrument telethermOllleter.
Triplicate measurementS of the th!cla.ess of the DlUssel bed were
obtained by pushing a calibrated stainless steel r~d through the
mussel bed until 1 t touched the under IYln~ substrate. These
measurements were averaged. An arc!B Clf 1500 em , in both the upper
intertid41 (A) and the lower intertidal (B) portions of mussel bed,
was sampled by removing f1 ve cores of 300 cm2• Each sample was
collected with a stainless steel corer with a sharp cutting edge
(Figure 111-1.2-13). The core sample WolS pried from the substrate by
sliding a broad "crow bar" between the bottOlD of the mussel bed and
the underlying rock substrate. The core sample was removed intact,
where possible,. to include organisms, sediment, debris and detritus.
Remaining sediment and organisms were collected using a stainless
steel spoon and then combined with the rest of the sample.
The sample was transported in a heavy-duty plastic bag from the field
to the base C8lllp (boat or laboratory) where it was preserved in a
pla~tic jar in 15% formalin.
Eac!- ~ampllng area was marked for future reference with a labeled
metal disk secured to the su\'strate with a metal stud or waterproof
epoxy glue. The intertidal height of each core sample was determined
by reference to surveyed base points.
1.2.2.2 Laboratory Procedures
n.ese procedures include processing of the biological and Mbiotic
COlllponents of the mussel cOllllDuni ty. Section 1.2.2.2.1 describes the
identification and documentation of biotic characteristics of the
mussel COllllDunity biota. The abiotic sectlon 0.2.2.2.2) describes
the measurement and documentation of physical and chemical attributes
of the mussel bed microenvironment.
III-I. 2-11
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Local1;;y Sw:r.cr Winter
Government Point 24 Sept~ber 1976 17 January 1977
.
Goleta Point 6 October 1916 19 January 197i
Corona del Mar 28 August 1976
San Diego 13 /ngust 1976
San Miguel Island 23 August 1976
Santa Rosa Island 7 October 1976 18 January 1977
Santa Cruz Island 21 October 1976
Santa Barbara Island 25 September 1976
Santa Catalina Isl~nd 7 August 1976
San Nicolas Island 26 August 1976
San Clemente Island 9 S~ptember 1976
Table 111-1.2-1. Dates of sample collections.
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Figure 111-1.2-13. Corer used for sampling.
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1.2.2.2.1 Laboratory Processing of Biota
A s~quential series of procedures was performed in the laboratory.
The sample was fir st flushed under low pressure wi th fresh water for
24 hours to remove formalin. The container opening was covered by a
fine mesh se:t'een (l Jr.l) to prevent 1058 of any material. After
flushing. the mussels were separated f=om the rest of the sample.
Each individual mussel was visually inspected, and all adhering
animals, except permanently attached barnacles and bryozoans, were
removed and combined wi th the rest of the unsor ted sample. Both the
mussels and the unsor ted sample weI' e pr eser ved in 100% ethanol.
Algae attached to the mussel sur faces were removed and per served in
15% formalin. The samples W2re hand sorted into major phyla by eye
and using a dissecting microscope fitted with an occular micrometer
for measurement. All macroscopic organ1S111s C> O.5mm) were removed
from the sediment and debris. The spedmens were identified and
counted. TPemussels and the animals attached to the exterior of the
mussels were identified and counted.
All invertebrates and algae were identified to the most specific
taxonomic level possible. This was the binomial genus-spedes level
in most cases. Bowver. there were Bome organisms that could only be
identified to higher taxonOlll1c levels. Undescribed specimens which
displayed clearly defined morphological characteristics which
probably indicated that they were sepccatt! species (that are still
undescribed), ""ere given morphotype designations by taxonomic
experts, such as the syll1d polychaete labeled Typosyllis fasciata
ap. A.
All identific:at:l.c:ns were performed by specialists in the appropriate
taxonomic groups, and should be considered taxonomically "up-to-date"
as of this time. Taxonomic synonyms for spec.:.es l.'hich have chanted
nOlllenclature since the time of final datI. analysts are listed in
Table 111-1.2-2.
1.2.2.2.2 Laboratory Processing of Abiotic Components
Sediment, debris and detritus remained after the organiS1Ds wre
separated out of the sample. These three c:ompl3nents "'-ere separated
and analyzed in a series of sequential operations. The Blind and
finer se·Hment « 2mm) were separated from the debri s (> lCIID) (e.g.,
rock and shell fragments and detritus) by washing through a 2l1b11
screen.
The sand and finer sediment was washed free of preservatives using
the methods of Kolpack (personal communication). This process
involved three washings wi th warm distilled water wi tn intermediate
centrifugation to prevent bss of silts and clays. The process was
repeated three times wi th cold distllied water. The sample was oven
dried at 100 degrees centJcp:ade and weighed. Employing a S.E.P.O.R.
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Table 111-1.2-2. Taxonomic synonyms for selected spe~1es.
Current Name Synonym
Brachidontes adamsianus Aeidimyt11us adp.msianus
Homalopoma luridum Homalopoma carpenteri
Iselica fenestrata Iselica ovoic1ea
Jassa falcata Hicrojassa falcata
Kellia laperousii Kellia suborbicularis
Lecythorhynchus hilgendorfi Ammothea hilgendorfi
Lithophaga plumula kelsey! Lithophaga subula
Rutiderma rotunda Rutiderma cal1fornica
Thais emarginata Nucella emarginata
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mlcrosplltter. the sediment wall separated into two portions. One
por tion was analyzed for sediment size distribution characteristics
using an automatic settling tube (Cook. 1969;· Gibbs. 1974). The
second portion was sent to Ik. Ted ICed IS Laboratory for organic
carbon analysis using the L.E.C.O. technique (Bandy and lColpack.
1963; Kolpack and Bell. 1968).
The coar se fraction (> 2mm. mostly shell and rock debris) was
~paratad frOID the detritus by differential floatation. The detritus
was floated off under low water pressure. Constant swirling of the
mixture aided this process. After separation. both coarse fraction
and detritus we~e microscopically examined and their composition
noted. In the case of the detritus. larger elgal remnants were
identified to the most specific taxonomic level possible. Follo'-ing
examination both coarse fraction and detritus were oven dried at 100
degrees centrlgrade for 24 hClur 8 and their dry weight recorded. In
addi tion. tar which had been sor ted out of the debri s was weighed and
recorded.
Residual volume 18 the inter-mussel space which can be filled by
associated fauna. sediment and detri tus. Residual volume was
calculated for each sample by subtracting the volume occupied by the
mussels frOlll the total volume of the sample • The volume of the
mussels was determined by recording water di splacement in a
calibrated cylinder. The total volume of the sample was calculated
using the standard formula for the volume of a cylinder V III 1l' r h (h
• thickness of mussel bed).
1.2. 2. ~ Da ta Analy ses
Quanti tati ve tectmique s of data anal)' Be s were applied in six major
areas of this study:
1. Determination of an optimal sample size for the mussel beds
from localities not &ampled during the 1975-1916 pro~am.
2. calculation of mussel community species diversity. species
richness and species evenness for each area sampled.
3. Physical characteriution of mussel bed sediment based on
data frCllD automatic settling tube analysis.
4. Comparison of intrasite variations in cOlIImunity structure
with respect to samples taken from different intertidal
heights.
5. Inter si te cOlIlparison of My tUus cali fornianus CO'1lmunl ties
with respect to the entire southern california area under
investigation.
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6. Examination of the relationship between physical-chemical
characteristics of the mussel bed habitat and cOOlmunity
differences.
1.2.2.3.1 Sample 51 ze and Communi ty D1 ver si ty
During the 1975-1976 program sample size consideration was given to
the limited number of mussel beds vi~tted. In general. an area of
1500 cm2 (five cores of 300 CUl2 ) was an optimal sample for most of
the mussel beds exaadned. This year's program included several new
mussel beds from .g broader geographic range. It was again desirable
to consj.~er the sample 51 ze. wi th the intent of ascer taining whether
1500 em" was optimal for a much greater variety of structurally
distinct mussel beds.
The optimal sample size was graphically determined by constructing a
species-area curve (Cain. J 938). The cumulative number of species
was plot ted against sample si ze (Dum:.er of cores). The asymptote of
the curve determined by inspection. represented the optimal sample
size.
Species diversi ty was calculated for each of the mussel beds sampled
and for both the upper inter tidal collection area A and the lowe.r
intertidal collection area B. at all geographic localities. Thecalcul~tions were based on a sample size of 1500 cm2 (a total of five
300 em cores). Two measures of species diversity were employed.
The first was direct species counts of all morphologically distinct
spe c1e s (Pianka. 1966; Cody. 1974). The specie s d! vet 81 ty i ndex ~f
Shannon-Wiener (Pielou. 1966) was also calculated from the following
formula:
where H' CI Species diversity,
Pi • Proportion of the i th species in the sample,
S • The total number of species
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The Shannon-Wiener index is a composite measure which incorporatefl
both species richness and evenness of ahundance into one term. It is
informative to consider each component separately in order to
understand the variability of the index figur,"o. The Gleason. index
(Gleason, 1922) of richness was calculated front the formula:
R • S/Leg N.
I
! ~
. ;.
where R .. Species richness.
S • Total number of species.
N • Total number of individuals.
Species evenness (Pielou. 1966). the second component; of the
diver si ty index. was calculated frCl!ll the forlllula:
JI "H'/H'
max
, .
i',
where J' • Evenness of species representation in the sample, ,i"
H' • Species diversity (Shannon-Wiener)
H'
max .. Maximum species diver s1 ty (Shannoll-Wiener)
all species equally represented.
with
p
j ~
I
!
In addition to individual calculativ~~ of species diversity. richness
and evenness. average values for a locality were calculated by
combining the upper and lowr intertidal samples. These values were
used for intersite cOnlparisons.
1.2.2.3.2 Physical Characterization of Sediment
Sediment size and size distribution characteristics were computed
from data generated by automatic "settling tube analyses (Section
1.2.2.2.2). The parameters measured were based on sediment size in
terms of phi (II) intervals (Krumbeln. 1936). The calculations,
per formed by computer, included phi mean size. phi kurtosis and phi
skewness (Inman. 1952).
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1.2.2.3.3. ComparisCln of Mussel Communities
Wi thin and bet'-1een locality comparisons of mussel communi ties from
eleven geographic localities were completed using classificatory
techniques (Clifford and Stephet:lson, 1975). Classification analysis
was per formed on the biotic data generated by the individual core
samples collected wi thin each geographic sampling area in order to
assess the effect of intertidal height on community c~position.
In addition, an overall comparison -of mussel communities from all
geographic 10cal1 r:1es sa:Dpled was p"!r formed. In the over all
classification analysis, the biotic data for each geographic locality
was represented by an "A" upper intertidal coUedlon-, and a "B"
lower intertidal collection. These cellections corresponded to
biotic data wi th species abundance re-presented by an aver age value.
The ~verage value was calculated fTom the individual abundances of
the species in each core sample.
Three different classifications were performed in this study:
1. The samples (entities) from within a locality were
classified by their species comp\)si tion (attributes).
2. The collec tions (enti ties) from all geographic locali ties
Were classified by their speeies composition (attributes).
3. The species (enti ties) frOl&. all geographic locali ties were
classified in terms of their -distribution among the
geographic localities (attributes).
The first two classifications are referred to as normal analyses,
while the third classification is - the inverse analysis (Clifford and
Stephenson~ 1975).
The classification procedure involves two basic steps:
1. The calculation of similar! ties between enti ties based on
attributes.
2. The sor ting and clustering into hierarcl-.ical dendrograms of
the classified entities.
The "Bray-Curtis" index (Cllffortt and Stephenson, 1975) was used to
compute an inter-entity distance. A "flex.1.bl~"_ sorting strategy was
employed in the construction of the hierarchical dendrograms (Lance
and Williams, 1967i Clifford and Stephenson. 1975). The within s1 te
classification analysis was performed on all identified species that
occurred in a t least one sample. The over all between 51 te
claSSification was performed on all identified ~pccies that occurred
in a minimum of six collections. The species counts were transformed
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prior to normal analysis by square root and species mean, and by
square root and species ma:dmum prior to inverse analysis (Smith,
1976). The classification results were displayed in two different
ways. The within site community classification results are displayed
in the form of normal dendrogr ams. The over all between s1 te
classification results are displayed in the form of a two-way
coincidence table (Cl1fford and Stephenson, 1975). The two-way
coincidence table combines the normal and inverse analysis results
into a - summary form. The symbolic two-way table (Smith, 1976) was
used because it graphically condenses the results, yet preserves the
n~cessary information for data interpretation.
1.2.2.3.4 Relationship Between Community Composition and
Babi tat Features of the Mussel Bed
Mussel communi ty compos! tion is directly related to struc tural
features of the mussel bed habitat. Structural features of all the
mussel beds sampled were measured. These measurements reflect
differences in the availability, variety, and physical-chemical
nature of microhabitats, food sources and shelter within the mussel
bed. They include:
1. Mussel bed thickness (Section 1.2.2.1).
2. <pantity of sediments (Section 1.2.2.2.2).
3. <pantity of detritus (Section 1.2.2.2.2).
'\
4. P.esidual volume (Section 1.l.2.2.2).
5. <pantity of coarse fraction material (Section 1.2.2.2.2).
6. Pore base of C08r£e fraction material (Section 1.2. 2. 2. 2).
7. Hean sediment size (Section 1.2.2.3.2.).
8. Skewness of the sediment (Section i.2.2.3.2).
9. ICurtosls of the sediment (Section 1.2•. 2.3.2).
10. Organic carbon content of the sedimer,t (Section 1.2.2.2.2).
11. <pantity of tar in the mussel bed (Section 1.2.2.2.2).
These variables were considered in multiple discriminant analysis
(Hope, 1969; Cooley and Lohnes, 1971; Smith, 19io) performed on the
site groups defined by the overall (between site) classification
aaalysis. Discriminant analy sis produces a linear combination of the
measured variables which maximizes the differences between predefined
groups. The linear combinations describe a discriminant axis which
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Is composed of elements from the original measured abiotic variables.
The proportion of each element's contribution to the discriminant
axis is indicated by the absolute value of the coefficients of
separate deter~.!.nation (Hope. 1969; Smith. 1976) and were expressed
as percent of the axis total. The higher the coefficient of separate
determination the more. influence the variable had on the formation of
the dlscriminant axis. Prior to the di scriminant analy sis. variables
with distribution'l thaL departed appreciably from normality were
transformed (Cassie and Michael. 1968; Smith, 1976). These variables
and their respecti ve transformations are listed in Table III-l.2-3.
In addition. correlation analysis was performed on all pairs of
variables (Table 111-1.2-4 >. Highly correlated variables (R • .90)
prOVided redundant rnformation. and one of the pair was eliminated
from the discriminant analysis (Green. 1972).
1.2.3 Results ond Discussion
1.2.3.1 Physiography of-Collection Localities
The collection localities were typiCal ~tilus ~alifornianus habitats
characterized by horizontal stable rocky subRtrates and locations
exposed to direct wave action and surge. Detnils of the location and
physical characteristics of each collection s~te are provided in
Table 111-1.2-), and summarized below.
The Government Point collection area (Figure 111-1.2-2) Is the most
nor thern mainland locali ty. The mussel bed covered an area
approximately 3m y. 4m, on a slightly elevated por tion of the rock
substrate. adjacent to I:l". Uttler's southern transect. There was an
inter tidal height difference between the upper mussel bed collection
(A) and the lower mU4ael bed collection (B) of 0.15m (0.5 ft.). The
substrate was a large rock platform, inundated wi th several tidal
pools and surge channels. Tar deposito several centime'ters thick
were observed on nelgtborlng rocks, but no such tar remains were
observed on the mussels in ei ther the upper or lower sampling areas.
Encrusting algae, including Ralfsia sp. and blue greens, were
observed on rock substrate that was not covered by mussel& in the
immediate vicinity of the mussel bed.
The Goleta Point collection areas (Fi gure 111-1.2-3) occupied two
separate rock outcrops. Dr. Littler does not have transects
established at this locality. The upper inter tidal samples (A) were
collected from a mussel bed which covered the horizontal top of a
large t'ock outcrop. approximately 4.8m x 12.~m (16 ft. x 40 ft.).
ThE' rock was composed of claystone and provided a very smooth
substrate. Large quantities of algae. including Ulva sp. and
Gigartina ap. were observed on the surfaces of the mrne-ls. Bare
areas of substrate were noted wi thin the mussel bed. appa~ently
devoid of any animals or plants. The lower inter tidal sampling area
(B) was located on a neighboring rock outcrop. This rock substrate
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Table 111-1.2-3. Data Transformations Prior to Overall
Discriminant Analysis. I
Abiotic Characteristic
1. Mussel bed thickness
2. Intertidal height
"3. Dry weight of the sediment
4. Dry weight of the coarse
fraction sediment
S. Dry weight of the detritus
6. Angle of the substrate
7. Total residual volume
8. Mean sediment size
9. Sediment phi skewness
10. Sediment phi kurtosis
11. Sediment organic carbon content
12. Dry weight of the ta:"
III-1.2-22
Transformation
none
none
log +1
log +1
log +1
log +1
none
none
none
none
log +1
log +1
I·
I
I
I"
Table 111-1.2-4. Correlation matrix of abiotic characteristics.
.. --------1·
t-4
t-4
...
I
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N
I
N
.....
Abiotic Characterl.tlc I 2 ) ,. ~ ,. 7 B • 9 10 11 12 11
1. Anile of DubatraCD 1.00
2. Dry ~I!ht dutrilU. -0.08 1.00
1. Dry "dllIlC of ';00,.,<1 1I••lIl1"nt 0.04 -0.22 1.00
10. Dry ".IlIlIt 8udllll.lIIt 11.24 0.14 II.SS 1.00
~. IntuUdo'll ho:lllhc -0.2) 0.21 0.13 -0.06 1.00
6. Ph. "UUOII". uf ...uSlllenc 0.01 0.22 -0.08 0.28 0.20 1.00
1. ~on d"d.~nt atte -0.11 0.6S -O.ll 0.08 0.08 0.16 1.00
8. "ulls,,1 b"d tl......nell. -0.26 -0.16 0.44 0.26 -0.10 -0.01 -o.lS 1.00
9. lit " .... I 0: " .. rbun o'ont"nC of
Ih.'dtc\:nl -0.011 -0.20 0.106 -0.00 O.ll -0.01 -0.14 0.01 1.00
IU. I'vr" bllde vt o:v.. r •• lroo:tlull -U.I4 -0.19 ~ 11.48 O.OS -0.14 -0.29 O.~8 0.17 1.00
11. I'hl 0...""...... uf ....dllllent -0.10 -0.31 0.02 -0.11 0.011 0.40 -0.21t 0.29 O.l] -0.02 1.00
U. T.. r ""I~ht -0.17 0.)(1 0.010 0.06 -0.0.1 -0.12 0.18 -0.141 -0. iii 0.10 -0.18 1.00
13. Tutal r,,~lduo'll ..01~ -0.22 -0.10 O.l,) 0.24 -o.rll 0.112 -0.21 ~ 0.11 O.~O 0.42 -o.n 1.00
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Table 111-1.2-5. Site Physiography of Mainland Collection Localities
Government ~olnt Goleta Point Corona del :-ler San Die~o
1. Designation of Dr.
Littler's closest
transect basepoint South None None North
2. Maximum straight
line distance· from
Dr. Littler's
closest transect
basepoint 34m None None 16.6lm.
Ull.Sft. ) (54.Sft.)
3. Average intertidal
height 0.97m 1.97m 3.81m 1.16m
().18ft.) (6.47) (12. 96ft.) (J.8ft. )
4. Mussel bed description PatchY Continuous Continuous Continuous
5. Sandy beach nearby
(within 30m radius) Present Present Present Absent
6. Type of substrate Rock Rock Rock Rock
platform platform Dlatform Dlatform
7. Composition of
substrate Sandstone Claystone Hardrock Sandstone
6. Texture of substrate! Relatively Very Rugose & Relatively
smooth S1Ql)oth nitted smooth
9. Angle of substrate 7° Horizontal 8° 100
related to horizontal
10. Difference between
upper & lower O.lSmm 0.61m 0.37m 0.4Om
collections (0.5ft.) (2ft.) (1.2ft.) (1.6ft. )
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Table 111-1.2-5. Site Physiography of Mainland Collection Localities (Continued).
....
....
....
I
....
.
t-1
I
t-1
VI
Government Point Goleta PoInt Corona del ~fat' San DteRo
11. Deep pockets &
crevices Present Present Present . Present
12. Average mussel bed
thickness (cm) 6.0 4.0 7.28 5.66
13. Amount of encrusting
alflae Dresent Hbh Hhh Medium H12h
14. Documented exposure
to natural oil
se~Da2e Present Present Absent Absent
2 a n,e terms crevice and pocket refer to longitudinal depressions in the substrate with the greatest
dimension 10-20 em.
3 • Encrusting algae on mussels and surrounding "bare rock" 1-33% low, 34-66% medium, 67-100% high.
4 a 011 originating froo offshore seeps has been documented but not at the specific site of mussel
bed collection~.
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Table 111-1.2-5. Site physiography of island collection localities (Continued).
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I.
L
SI" "1.".1 Se"t. 101. S.nte Crn Sintl Sinte S.n IIleol.. Sift
bl.nd 1.1... 1.1.... Inberl Cltell... I. lend CI_t.
I.lend Id.nd IsI.DeI
I. D.III".tlon of IT. Llttl.r'.
clo,.'t trlftl.ct be'IPolnt IIofth IIonh IIoTth "Id". lone IIonh II-
I • .... I... lOU.laht U-
~I_t.nc. froe Dr. L'ttl~r'e
cl~,~.t tr'"llet ' ••~elnt 16.U. '.'011 25.76- n.Ol. 110ft, te.2'- !10M(8S.0ft .) nl.l7ft) (B'.'ft.) U'.'It.) (60.0rt.)
J. A••r••• In'areld.l ha,.ht l.t.. 0.S6. 2.1l1li t.U. 1.27. 1.2. 1.1"
n.1SIt.' U.lI1ft.' 0.16ft.' n.II'U.) C'.17et.) n.94ft. ) n.Rlft.)
•• fIu,•• t b.d clalerlDtlen (olltlnuoul ,.tch" Petch" Petch ContlnuouD CcJntlnuov. 'atchll
~. SAnd, b."ch llI.rb,
("lth~.l2!..L'cUu.) 'r...nt .ruIOnt PreDellt Allllnt Atllllftt 'rnlnt AII.mt
6. lyra ~( lubatr.t. .ock Jock 1I0ek 1I0ck Iloclt Ilock Rack
Dledol"ll .,letfon llJatforD .,latfon .,l.tfan .,1Itrol"ll .htfofll
1. tn.pollition of lo,.tr.t. Rardrock S.ntllltOllI Hardrodt Rerdroclt conll_r- II.rdroc' HJlfdrocl
_rete herd
fC'clt .....11
p.""Ie In-
clullOftS
A. Tnt.." or lub.n.te l HllIbI, lIullollc ,... Ilohl, lIu.alOe 111'1.,...1, Itullo.e
DIUI'd alll IIlttd _til
9. An_•• or lublt'lte r.let"
n° \0 sa HorhOftulto ha,hoft'al Korl:Ofttal Modront•• l"rhOftt.1
10, Dlr'.r.ne. b.t...n up,.r
, low.., 0.'1. 0.460 0.5611 0.0611 0.'" O.Olll 0.74.
fl.Oft. ) U "ft.) (I.nlt.) ,O.lO't ., fl.66ft.) (l."'•. ) f'1~
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Table 111-1.2-5. Site phyaigraphy of island colleetion localities (Continued).
511n HlltUel S"nte lin"" S"nC" Crue Sent" S"nt. S"n IIlcoloo Son
1Io1 ..nd liliaI'd IdAI'd Barber. Cnt ..Una 'dllnd Cle.nte
IlIland Island Island
II 0..0 II<trbtlt .. cr.Y1cl'0 2 "reltcnt Ab.ent "rellent Preltent Presl'nt Present Ah"ent
11. Av.r"R~ ~,~".I b~
6.')7 6.92 11.96thl.knC'u (em) 7.25 4.62 7.28 '9.80
11. A~~unt nf ~nr.ru"tlnR
H1ldlUllllila". p.e..ent. Low He.UUII tledlUlll Hhh Low HedlUl;
16. nnrullIl'nted ••~osure to
Abllent AbRent • Absent Abecnt Abselltnllturel nil ltoepa8e Prepelit Pres.nt
2 - Thr teras crevice and pock.t refer to lnnAltudlnal depresslnns In the "ub,trat. with the arell~eDC dlneftslon 10-20 cm.
• tnr.",,"nR IIlg". on the mussel" and surroundlnR "b4r.~ rock. 1-)1: low, '~-61Z aedl~, El-lo.~ hlr.h.
, • 011 nrlBlnatlnR frOR ~rrahD.e seeps hAa been d"C.~t.d \ut nnt lit the sreclrlc ,lte of ~l'.~l collectlona •
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was also composed of clay stone. but slightly smaller. 3.7m x 7.6m (9
ft. x 25 ft.), than the outcrop from which the upper sample was
collected. The mussel bed covered most of the rock substrate t wi th
some bare substrate in evidence. The surfaces of the mussels in the
lower bed were covered with algae including Ulva sp. and Enteromorpha
sp. The difference in intertidal height be~ the upper and 10\ler
intertidal samp1es was 0.61m (2 ft.).
The Corona del Har mussel bed (Figure 111-1.2-4) covers the top and
sides of a SlUall ro~k outcrop, approximately 1.8m x 2.7m (6 ft. x 9
ft.). The substrate inclines toward the south approximately 8
degrees off the horizontal. The substrate rock was extremely rugose
and pitted. The mussels toIhich formed the beds were very dense and
well packed. The upper and lower s8lllples were collected from the
continuous mussel bed and were separated by an intertidal height
differelic:: of 0.37m 0.2 ft.). This sampling area ,.-as established
several l--.Jndred meters away from Ik'. Li ttler' s survey area because
there lo'e::e .lO sui table mussel beds adjacent to Ik'. Li ttler' s area.
The San Diego locality is the most southern It-unland site (Figure
ltl-l.2-5). The mussel bed is located on a br.,ad sandstone outcrop
adjacent to Ik'. Littler's "northern" transect. The mussels blanket
the horlzo~!al areas and extend onto vertic&l sur faces where the
substrate .io:"ps eff abruptly into a sur ge channd. A thin fUm of
encrusting algae covers large expanses of the substrate in the spray
zone above the m.Jssel bed. The upper and lower inter tidal samples
were taken from the same bed. and were separated by a vertical
distance of 0.40m (1.6 ft.).
San Mlguel Island is the most northern island locality (Figure
III-I.2-6). The collection site is located near Cuyler Harbor.
adjacent to Ik'. U ttler' s "southern" transect. The mussel bed is
extensive and covers a steplike portion of the rock outcrop. The
substrate is a rock conglomerate which contains numerous inclusions
and pits. The macroscopic algae attached to the surface of the
mussels included Gi gar Una sp •• .!!!.!! sp •• and Porphyra sp. The upper
and lower collections were removed from different "sters" of the
platform and \/ere separated by an inter Udal height difference of
0.91m (3.0 ft.).
The Santa Rosa Island locality (Figure 111-1.2-7) 1& located in a
small shallow cove near Johnson's Lee. The collection area is a
mussel bed which forms a conspt.cuous band on the sandstone platform.
The area 1s adjacent to Ik'. Uttler's "northern" transect. The upper
and lowr inter tidal samples were col1ec ted from the same bed and
were separated by an inter Udal height difference of O.46m o. ~ ft.).
Alga~ attached to the surface of the mussel bed included Gigarti!!!
SP .. Uiva sp., and Enteromorpha ap.
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The Santa Q:ouz Island mussel beds occupy a gently sloping rock
outcrop at Willows Anchorage (Figure III-l.2-8). The collection area
1s adjacent to Ik. Uttler's "southern" transect. The substrate is
characterized by a highly irregular surface, including small pits and
crevices. The mussels occur in large patches which extend down to
the brown algal zone. Algae attached to the sur face of the mussels
included Gigartina sp. and DIva sp., while adjacent areas of
substrate suppor ted cncrus t1 ng blue-green algae. The uj)per and lower
samples were collected frolll patches of mussels separated by a
vertical distance of 0.S6m (1.83 ft.).
The mussel beds sampled on Santa Barbara Island occupy a relatively
narrow rock shelf. The collection site is adjacent to Ik. Littler's
"middle" transect (Figure 111-1.2-9). The substr ate is a
conglOlllerate rock with a highly irregular and pitted surface, similar
to that found on San Miguel Island. The mussel bed was very sparse,
and patchy. Isolated clumps were sampled at both the upper and lower
intertidal areas. Sm&ll amounts of algae including Gigartina sp. and
blue-greens were attached to the mussel sur face. The upper and lower
samples were separated by an intertidal height difference of 0.06m
(0.20 ft.).
The mussel beds sampled at Santa Catalina Island were located on RLrd
Rock in Big Fisherman's Cove (Figure 111-1.2-10). There were no
survey areas of Ik. Uttler's study on Bird Rock. The extensive
mussel bed covered a large area forming a conspicuous band on the
gently sloping substrate. The substrate was composed of sandstone
rock with small pebble inclusions. The mussels had no macroscopic
algae attached to their surfaces. The upper and lower samples were
separated by an intertidal height difference of O.Sm 0.66 ft.).
The collection site on San Nicolas Island is near Dutch Harbo"C and
landward of IK. Uttler's "northern" transect (Figure 111-1.2-11).
The extensive mussel beds cover large areas of the sandstone reef.
The reef is a broad platform dotted by occasional tidal pBols and
narrow surge channels. The mussel bed is composed almost exclusively
of I~Re, approximately 6 to Iv..:...... loosely packed mussels. The
mussel beds contained many large abalone. Hal10tis cracherodii and
occasional large owl limpets Lottia gigantea. Macroscopic algae
attached to the sut' face of the 'IIussels included Endocladia sp. and
Porphyra sp. The upper and lower samples were separated by an
intp.rtidal height difference of 0.02m (0.1 ft.).
The mussel bed samples from 5.:10 Clemente Island were collected from
two separate beds at Eel Point (Figure Ill-l.2-12). Ik. Littler has
no established transects at this locality. The substrate was the
same at both collection areas. It was basaltic In nature, very hard
and rugose. There was no attached macrosoplc algae on the sur faces
of the mussels in the upper collection. However, Gigartina sp. was
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recorded from the sur faces of the oU8sels in the lower collection.
The two collections were separated by an intertidal height difference
of O.7m (2.41 ft.).
1.2.3.2 Sampling the Mussel Communi ty
The structural qualities of the mussel bed vary from one geographic
J::caliQ' to another, and the associated community varies accordingly.
In order to document the resident species in a specific ar~a it is
necessary to determine an optl;!Jal sample size for each mussel bed
sampled.
During the 1975-1976 Burea'! of Land Management (BLM) program a sample
size of 1500 cm2 (five core samples of 300 cm2) was determined to be
optimal for sampling the average mussel bed. The determination was
based on data fro:n relatively few ge.ographic areas. This year s' s
program (1976-1977) included many more geograpni c areas which
contained a much greater variety of structurally distinct mussel
beds. It is therefore desirable to as::ertain whether the preViously
determined optimal sample size is also adequate for sampling the
mussel beds at the new localities.
The question· is immediately r alsed: What const! tutes an optimal
sample size? The perfect. sample size would be large enough to
incorporate at least one respresentative of every species occurring
in a specific area. In most ca~s this ideal Is not practical
because many Vf!ty rare species could only be collected if the entire
area were harvested. An optimal sample size includes the animals
which char ac teri ze an area by their frequency. densi ty or coverage
and incorporates all except very rare species.
The sample size considerations were based on species area curves
constructed for each coHection (Appendix I). The asymptote of the
curve, determined by inspection, represented the optimal sample size.
The species area curves for Government Point summer and winter upper
(A) collections. Corona del Mar A collection. Santa Catalina Island A
collection and San Clemente Island B 2collection all displayed an
oIIsymptote with a sample size of 1500 em or less (Appendix 1). The
collections from these areas are representative of the mussel beds
sampled. The collection s1 ze was lar ge enough to include both the
more common as well as many rarer occupants of these musspl beds.
Many of the species area curves did :lot display a well defined
asymptote. The species area curves which lacked the asymptote
generall)" displayed a similar shape. The curve(s) all exhibited a
sharp initial riRe followed by a tapering or decreased rise. r.-.e
species area curves representing the Government Point summer and
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winter B collections. Coleta Point summer and winter A and B
collections and Santa Rosa Island summer and winter A and B
collections (Appendix 1) exhibit this pattern. This sharp initial
rise in the curve suggests that a 'majority of the resident species
were included in the initial core &a~ples. The tapering in the rise
of the curve indicated that species were still being added (although
at a J~clining rate) as the sample size increased. The shape of
these curves suggests that a sample size of 1500 c.m2 was less than
optimal. However. it did include all of the more common and abundant
species as well as sane of the rarer forms. The collections are
somewhat less than ideal for prOViding baseline data because some of
the less abundant species and patchily distributed animals were
probably missed. However. these collections as well as those
discussed above exceed the size for intersite comparisons which are
discussed later (section 1.2.4.5).
The spec1eR area curves for the Corona del Hal' B collections and the
Santa Catalina B collection (Appendix 1) did not display any
a~mptotes. The curves instead exhibited a somewhat continuous steep
d~e up to a sample size of 1500 cm2 (total surface "area for five 300
cm cores). The results suggest that these areas were under sampled.
The irregular shar-e of the Coron3 de-I Hat curve may indicate that a
very unique fifth sample was responsl1:.1e for the sharp rise at the
end of this curve. However. the San\:8 Catalina B collection probably
only included a percentage of the more common species from this area.
A larger sample should probably be collected to provide baseline data
on the rarer species from these areas.
For the pur pose of thi s study the 1500 cm2 sample si ze was adequa te
for sampling the mussel beds fr OlD most 10caH ties. Thi s si ze is
particularly well suited for intersite comparlsons of mussel beds
from different geographic areas. because in these ccmparisons the
TareI' species are not included in the analyses.
1.2.3.3 Mussel Bed Community Composition
The mussel beds surveyed during this study supported an extremely
rich assemblage of fauna and flora. The total number of invertebrate
species was 481 representing 11 phy la (Appendix 11). This number
should be considered a conservative estimate of the total number of
species present in the mussel communi tY because chose enti tie s
identifiecl only to higher taxonomic levels probably include more than
one species. This number of species represents a significant
increase over the 346 species recorded during the 1975-1976 program.
The increase is primarily 8 result of the expanded sampling program
over last year. including more geographic 10caHties and upper and
lowr inter tidal collections. The number of species recorded from a
single collection ranged fr~~ a low of 45 at Government Point (summer
A Table 111-1.2-6) to a high of 131 for collection A from San
Clemente Island (Table 111-1.2-6).
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Table 111-1.2-6. Diversity, evenness and richness of mussel community collections.
Ranked by total number of species.
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Rank Locality Number of Species Shannon-Wiener H' Eveness J' Richness R
1. Santa Cruz Island A 113 2.579 0.620 8.706
B 126 2.656 0.621 9.449
X 120 2.618 0.621 9.078
2. Corona del Mar A 107 2.732 0.682 7.548
B 131 2.763 0.640 9.303
X 119 2.748 0.661 8.426
3. San Clemente Island A 131 2.567 0.630 7.706
IS 91 2.164 0.559 6.531
X 111 2.366 0.595 7.119
4. Santa Rosa Island (Summer) A 79 1.546 0.404 5.547
B 124 2.796 0.686 7.817
Santa Rosa Island (Winter) A 86 2.515 0.633 7.532
B 112 2.584 0.661 6.889
X 101 2.361 0.596 6.947
5. San Nicolas Island A 100 1.756 0.476 5.716
B 79 2.9~1 0.787 6.989
X 90 2.339 0.631 6.353
6. San Miguel Island A 93 2.141 0.612 4.758
B 85 1.855 0.503 5.435
X 89 1 998 0.558 5.097
7. Santa Catalina I~land A 68 1.060 0.318 3.231
B 100 2.049 0.500 7.861
X 84 1.555 0.409 5.546
8. Santa Barbara Island A 73 2.476 0.630 7.077
B 69 2.454 0.641 5.867
X 71 2.465 0.636 6.472
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Table 111-1.2-6. Diversity, evenness and richness of mussel community collections.
Ranke,j by the total nWllber of spec1es(Continued).
Rank Locality Number of Soecies Shannon-Wiener H' Eveness J' Richness R
9. San Diego A 65 2.188 0.631 4~273
B 73 2.409 0.689 4.338
X 69 2.299 0.660 4.306
10. Government Point (Summer) A 45 1.789 0.537 4.2.43
B 100 1.937 0.479 7.062
Government Point (Winter) A 57 1.083 0.636 2.763
B 59 ' 2.553 0.689 6.157
X 66 1.842 0.586 5.032
11. Goleta Point (Summer) A 62 1.650 0.476 4.011
B 53 1.441 0.409 3.780
Goleta Point (Winter) A 48 1.619 0.491 3.132
B 63 1.401 0.420 3.105
X 57 1.528 0.450 3.658
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Three phy la, the Annelida, Jofollu6ca. and Ar thropoda, combined to
contribute· over 68~ of the invertebrate species. These organisms
occupy a wide range of habitats wi thin the mussel bed and exploit a
variety of food resources. However, the detailed natural history of
most species found 1n the mussel bed remains unknOioln an-J their
sped tic food and habi tat requirements can only be inferred from
related species or morphological characteristics.
Algae attached to the sur faces of the mussels in the collections were
identified and these species are listed in Appendix 111. The total
number of species recorded from all the localities was 63. The
number of algal species recorded from a single collection ranged frOlll
a low of 0 to a high of 16 from San Diego collection B Table
111-1.2-7. The most cOClllDon attached algae generally included !!!!!
sp., Gelidium sp., Polysiphonia sp. and Ceramium ap. These groups
were represented in several of the mussel beds which contained algae.
In addition to identl ficatlon of attached algae, numerous species of
detrital algae, found trapped within the lDUssel beds. were also
identi tied. These species are listed in Appenciix IV. The total
numbers of attached an~ detrital species in each collection are
listed in Table In-I. 2-7. In general, the number of detrital
species exceeded the number of attached species, since several
species from neighboring areas were brought in by wave and tidal
action.
No attached algae were separated from the detrital algae during the
1975-1976 program primarily because the techniques were not
developed. Future modifications of techniques should include a way
to quantify the abundances of the various species.
1.2.3.4 Mussel Community Diversity. Richness and Evenness
Sander s (1968) distinguished between various measures of communi t)'
diveI'd ty. Hie.; distinctions are useful and will 'te1p clarify the
follow! ng discus sl on of musse 1 communi ty di ver si ty • Those di ver .. ~ ~i
measures which calculate the percentage composi tlon by nlJmber s of the
various species are referred to as dominance diversity indices, e.g.,
Shannon-Wiener index H'. Dominance diversity indices are based on
information theory and have as their basic premise: The more the
constituent species are represented by equal numbers of individuals,
the more diverse the fauna. Diversity measured by counting the
number of species is referred to as species diversity and has as its
basic premise: The greater the number of species, the more diverse
the fauna. Domirlance diversity indice s (H') are actually composi te
measures incorporating batt. species richness (R) and evenness (J')
into a single measure. It is difficult to interpret dominance
di vel' si t1 alone because the two subcomponents. J' and R, may
contribute differently to the diversity value. This may result in
areas wi th equal values of H' for entirely different species
composi tions.
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Ta~le 111-1.2-7. Total number of attached and detrital algae species found
in upper (A) and lower (B) intertidal collection from each
locality.
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Localitv Collection Number attached alRae Number detrital a12ae
Government Point (Su~er) A 1 16
B 2 20
Government Point (Winter) A 0 0
B 0 0
Goleta Point (Summer) A 15 17
B 9 15
Goleta Point (Winter) A 0 0
B 0 0
Corona del Mar A 7 8
B 4 9
San Diego A 6 18
B 16 20
San Miguel Island A 7 22
B 5 19
Santa Rosa Is l.:1nd(SulIIIIler) A 1 10
B 5 18
Santa Rosa Island (Winter) A 0 0
B 0 0
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Table 111-1.2-7. total number of attached and detrital algae species found in
uppel (A) and lower (8) intertidal collections fro~ each
locality (Continued).
locality Collection Number attached al~ae Number detrital alRae
Santa Cruz Island A 0 9
B 15 9
Santa Barbara Island A 5 8
B 3 6
Santa Catalina Island A 7 5
B 0 6
San Nicolas Island A 2 23
B 11 15
Sac Cle~ente IslAnd A 12 19
8 1 6
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Community diversity (both total number of species and the
Shannon-Wiener index Ht ), richness (R), and ~venness (JI), were
calculated for both upper (A) and lower (8) intertidal collections
!rem 'all localities (Table 111-1.2-7). The values for each of these
measures represent an estimate based on fi ve core samples (total
sur face area • 1500 cm2).
In addition, the upper and lowr intertidal values were averaged and
represent an estimate of the species diversity, richness BAd evenness
for'the entire !DUssel bed frOUl a specific localitY (Table IIl-1.2-7).
The locali ties are r snked by the total number of species in Table
III-I. 2-7.
The patterns of species diversity and dominance diversity witiun and
between 10ca11 tie's did not agree in this study. The inconsistencies
reflect tbe inh~rent, und~Girable characteriRtics of numerical
diversity indic.es. The within site cOlIIparison of diversity for A
(upper) and B (lololer) intertidal collections from San Nicolas Island
illustrates such a contradiction which wou16 ~esult in an incorrect
interpretation of the data. Pllle species di versi ties of tbe A and B
collections at San Nicolas Island are 100 and 79 respectively,
indicating that the A collection has considerably more specip.s than
the B collection. The domln3...::e diver sity values for the A and B
collections are HI .. 1.756 and H' .. 2.921 respectively.. The B
collec.tion -is more diverse using the dominance diversity index as a
result of the high evenness component. Another Clxample of this
distortion occurs when one considers the overall rank by diversity of
the mcssel beds sampled from the various localities. The Santa
Catalina mussel beds rank approximately in tbe middle of the range
with ro!g~d to species diversity (84 species) (Table III-l.2-6). The
dominance diversity for this locality is Ht .. 1.555, which would
indicate that the diversity of this area is extremely low. Only
Goleta Point ranks lower, with a dominance diversity of H' • 1.S28,
and the least number of species (57) (Table 111-1.2-6).
Results such as those discussed above suggest that the measurement ~f
dominance diversity does not clearly reflect the diversity of an
area. A more inforlllsti ve, realistic and economical measure of the
variety of species is species diversity (species counts). The
presence of an animal regardless of its numerical abundance implies
its occupation of an ecological niche. This means that a multi-
dimensional resource state exists by definition. The pl:'inciple that
no two species can occupy the same nicbe (Volterra, 1926) suggests
that a more diverse fauna exploits a greater diversity of resources.
'nte inclusion of evenness in the diversity index places all species,
regardless of trophic relationships, on a~ equal basis. For example,
1000 small bivalves such as Lassea subviridis which may be found in
one sample from a mussel bed are given equal weight as 1000 Hytllus
cali fornianus which may form an entire U1ussel bed. The result is
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that the index tends to be characterized by ° numerically domir.ant
organisms. 'Ihis implies ecological importance based solely on
numerical abundance. Another problem with dominance divers1 ty
indices is that species which are colon1al, encrusting or
individually indistinct, e.g •• Porifera (spongea). Ectoprocta (moss
animals) cannot be incorporated into the calculation because of
enum~ration problems.
Based on the preceeding considerations the remaining discussion of
cOlIlDIunity diverslty will be restricted to species diversity patterns.
Mussel commu"ity divers! ty variaeions wi thin a 10cali ty reflected
° differences in the species cOlllposi tion between upper (A) and lower
(B) inter tidal collections. 'lnere was not a consi stent diver sl ty
relationship between A and B collections. that is tl-e A collection
was not always thto most diverse of the pair. In 9 of the 14
localities the B colle'-:tlon was the most diverse. In some instances
the species diver si ty differences bet\ll!en upper and 10\ll!r samples was
very slight. For eXalllple. the Government Point winter collection
° displayed only a 2 species difference (Table 111-1.2-6). These
results suggest that intertidal height differences alone do not
control intras1te community diversity. The differences that lo'e see
may simply reflect mussel bad heterogene1 ty which is affected by
intertidal height as well as otht>r factors.
The average species diversity for A and B collections from a given
locality was used as the commur.ity diversity for intersite
comparisons (Table 111-1.2-6). There were no all-encompassing
patterns of species diversity between localities. Island mussel beds
did not consistently contain more species than mainland mussel beds.
In addition, no n01"th-south trend in species diversity was noted.
Santa ~uz Island mussel beds were the most diverse (120 species).
The Santa O:uz Island collections from 1975-1976 were also the
richest during that study. The mussel beds from Corona del Har were
also very diverse with 11? species. The lowest species diversity was
recorded at Coleta Point (57 species). This area was selected to
replace the Coal 011 Point collectiu.l 10ca11ty (l975-1976 program).
The diversity of Coal Oil Point mussel beds contrasted with those
found at Coleta Point because Coal Oil Polnt was among the richest
mussel beds sampled during the 1975-1976 program.
In the discriminant analysis Coleta Point samples were found to have
relatively low quantities of the important microhabitat features e.g.
quanti ty of coarse fraction material and pore base of coarse fraction
mater ial. In addi tion qual1 ta tive dl fferences in the sedimen t
portion of the mussel bed habitat were distinct from the bulk of the
samples. These results suggest that both the quantitY and quality of
microhabitats needed to support additional species was lacking at
Goleta Point. The low diversity values from thic. area probably
result from the paucity of additional habitats. However. the
possibUitY of sewage outfall effects or tar (oil) cannot be ruled
out. At this time lo'e have no definitive data implicating these
factors.
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1.2.3.5 Community Differences Associated With Upper .and Lower
Inte~tidal Coller.tions
The effect of intertidal height differences on intrasi te community
composition was investigated at all localities. Classification
analysis was employed involving the calculation of inter-sample
similarity and the con&otruction of h1erarch1cd dendrograms. Each
dendrogram figure contains a relative scale .of similarity. The scale
runs from 0 to 200 wi th decreasing similari ty as number s ge. t higher.
The similarity between elements is obtained by relating the
'lod zontal der.drogram 11nes connecting enti ties to the similarity
-:ale on the fi gure. .
The following discussion summarizes the data presented in the
dendrograms (Figures 111-1.2-14 through 111-1.2-27).
The classi ficatioD resu1 ts for samples collected from Government
Point during the summer and winter are displayed 1n Figures
111-1.2-14 and IIl-1.2-15. The summer A and 8 samples were clearly
di fferent. The primary dendrogr am spli t (Figure IIl-l.2-14)
separates the upper and lower samples at the 90 level of similarity.
The winter samples were less distinct. The dendrogram (Figure
Ill-l.2-15) does not display the same clean division between the
upper and lower samples as the sUlIIIDer samples. Samples I, 3, 4 and
5A cluster together. Sample 2A cluster s wi th samples I, 2, 3, and
58. Sample 48 is very unique and does not cluster with any other A
or 8 sample s •
The classification results for the samples collected from Goleta
Point during the summer and winter are displayed in Figures
Ill-l.2-16 and III-l.2-17. The dendrograms for both sUl1lllle~and
winter collections exhibit well defined dendrogram splits separating
A and B samples at the 72 and 92 levels of similarity.
The classification results for the samples collected at Corona del
Mar are displayed in Figure IU-l.2-lS. The dendrogram contains
three distinct clusters. <Koup one contains samples 2A, 3A, SA and
lB. Group two contains samples 28. 38, IA and 4A. Group tm-ee
contains samples 48 and 58. The mixture of A and 8 samples in the
dendrogram indicates that they are similar and inter tidal height
differences do not appear to have any significant effect on the
.biotic composition of these mussel beds.
The classification results for the samples collected at San Diego are
displayed in Figure 111-1.2-19. The dendrogram contains three
distinct groups. (4- oup one includes samples 2, 3. 4 and 5A. <K oup
two contains samples 1, 2, 3, and 48 as well as sample lAo Sample 58
forms the third group by itself. The mixture 01 sample IA in group
two and the unique f.oosition of sample 58 sug~est that intE'r tidal
height by itself is not controlling the composition of these samples.
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Figure 111-1.2-14. Dendrogram from intertidal height comparison
of Government Point summer samples.
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Figure 111-1.2-15. Dendrogram fr(~ intertidal height comparison
of Government Point winter 6amples.
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Figure 111-1.2-16. Dendrogram from intertidal height comparison
of Goleta Point summer samples.
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Figure lII-1.2-l8. Dendrogram from intertidal height compaTison
of Corona del Mar sample.
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Figure 111-1.2-19. Dendrogram from intertidal height comparison
of San Diego samples.
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Figure 111-1.2-20. Dendrogram from intertidal height co~parison
of San Miguel Island samples.
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Figu~e 111-1.2-21. Dendrogram from intertidal height comparison
of Santa Rosa Island summer samples.
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Figure 111-1.2-22. Dendrogram from intertidal height comparison
of Santa Rosa Island winter samples.
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Dendrogram from intertidal height comparis~n
of Santa Cruz Island samp~es.
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Figure 111-1.2-24. Dendrogram from intertidal height comparison
, of Santa Barbara Island samples.
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Figure 111-1.2-25. Dendro~ram from intertidal height comparison
of Santa Catalina Island samples.
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Figure 111-1.2-26. Dendrogram from intertidal height comparison
of San Nicolas Island samples.
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Figure 111-1.2-27. Dendrogram from intertidal height comparison
of San Clemente Island samples.
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The classification results for the samples collected at Sail Miguel
Island are displayed in Figure III-l.2-20. The primary dendrogram
split separates the upper from the lower samples at the 82 level of
similari ty •
The classification results for samples collected from Santa Rosa
Island during the summer and winter are displayed in Figures
111-1.2-21 and 111-1.2-22. Both summer and winter dendrograms
contained primary dendrogram splits, separating A and B samples at
the 96 and 84 levels of similarity.
The classiflcation results for samples collected from Santa Cruz
Island are displayed in Figure 111-1.2-23. The primary dendrogram
split separates the upper and lo~r samples at the 64 level of
similari ty •
The dassification results {or samples collected from Santa Barbara
Island are displayed in Figure 1l1-1.2-24. There are no major
dendrogram splits which clearly separate the A from B samples. This
indicates that the samples from the upper and lower intertidal areas
are not distinctly different •
The classification results for samples collected from Santa Catalina
Island are displayed in Figure IlI-l.2-25. The primary dendrogram
split separates A and B samples at the 98 level of similarity.
The classification results for samples collected from San Nicolas
Island are displayed in Figur.e 111-1.2-26. The pdmory dendrogram
split separates the upper and lower samples at the 88 level of
similarity •
The classification results for samples collected from San Clemente
Island are displayed in Figure III-l.2-27. The dendrogram contains
three distinct cluster groups. ~oup one contains sa:oples lA, 3A, IB
and 2B. Group two contains samples 3, 4 and 58. Group three
contains samples I, 4 antt SA. The absence of 11 primary split clear ly
separating the A and B samples suggests that intertidal height
differences do not significantly affect the mussel communi ty
composition at this lo~al1ty·.
In summary, several of the mussel beds exhibited community
di fferences associated wi th inter tidai height variations including
those collected at Government Point (summer), Goleta Point (summer
and winter), San Miguel Island, Santa Rosa Island (summer and
winter), Santa (l-uz Island. Santa Catalina Island and San Nicolas
Island (Figures IU-I.2-14, 16, 17, 20-23, 25-26). The dendrograms
all contained primary divisions which clearly separated upper and
lower collections. This separation indicates that the upper samples
were different fr om the lower samples and both groups exhibi ted close
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internal consistency. The dissimilarity between co11ections resulted
from variations in species composi ti.on as well 8S abundance. The
degree of dissimilar! ty was not propor tional to the phy sical height
difference between the collections. That is, collections separated
by greater intertidal height differences were not necessarily more
dissimilar. This relationshi~ was also true for species diversity
differences between A and B collectiolas (Table 11l-1.2-8).
ColDlDunity analysis of collections from Government Point (winter).
Corona del Mar, San Diego. Santa Barbara Island and San Clemente
Island (Figures Ill-1.2-15, 18. 19. 24. and 27) do not display
dendrogram divisions which clearly separated upper and lower samples.
These results suggest that there Is less dissimilarity between upper
and· lower intertidal samples and that intertidal height is not the
only factor which may be associated with sample differences.
The fact that several collections displayed community variations
associated with intertidal height differences does not necessarily
mean that -inter tidal height- itself is the controlling factor; that
1s. an animals' physiological response ::0 this factor is controlling
the species distribution. .
The temperature data presented in Figure 111-1.2-28 suggest that the
species occupying the internal Qatrix of the mussel bed are insulated
against extreme thermal stress. The internal temperatures at low
tide are close to ambient water temperatures and generally less than
mussel bed sur face or ambient air temperature. Other factors related
to inter tidal height di fferences such as the length of time out of
the water, exposure to salinity changes frOl:l fresh water input or any
of the. habitat structural features may be more directly reapons1ble
for the communi ty differences which were revealed. In an al:tempt to
determine which factors were the most impor tant. individual
discriminant analyses were conducted. The reSults of these analyses
pt"oved unsatisfactory and are not presented here. The main problem
was associated wi·th the small number of samples that were taken. The
analyses results were distorted because the number of attributes
measured on the sample s exceeded the number of samples. Horr';'::
(1971) generally discusses this problem in relation to multiple
discriminant analysis.
The conclusions tha t can be drawn about the effect of inter tidal
height on intrasite cOllllllunlty ccmposition must be limited as a result
of the pt"eceeding dlScussion. We can say that large intras! te
cOtlllllunlty differences do exist as illustrated by samples taken from
upper and lower intertidal portions of the mussel bed. The specific
factors which are responsible for the rror.=;unity variations remain to
be defined. The fact that greater Intraslte community heterogeneity
exists than was previously thought t suggests that sampling procedures
should be modi fled to study tM s trend. The only way to Bor t out the
effect ')f height would be to do simul taneous hor! zontal and ver tical
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Table 111-1.2-8. The difference between upper and lower inter-
tidal height and species diversity differences.
Number of Differences in
.Locality Collection Species Intertidal Hei~ht (m)
Government Point (Summer) A 45 0.35B 100
Government Point (Winter) A 57 0.14B 59
Coleta Point (SulIIlIler) A 62 1.21B 53
Goleta Point (Winter) A 48 0.61B 63
Corona del Hal' A 107 0.36B 131
San Diego A 65 0.40B 73
San Higuel Island A 93 0.91B 85
Santa Rosa Island (Su1lllller) A 79 0.47B 124
Santa Rosa Island (Winter) A 86 0.15B 112
Santa Cruz Island A 113 0.56B 126
Santa Barbara Island A 73 0.05
. B 69
Santa Catalina Island A 68 0.32B 100
San Nicolas Island A 100 0.02B 79
San Clemente Island A 131 0.74B 91
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Figure 111-1.2-28. Temperature profiles for mussel bed collection.
a. Mainland sites, b. Island sites.
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collections. A shift from the present concentrated sampling of
cores, to a systematic randall approach is recommended. Further, an
intensive sampling program at a selected locality (collection of 30 +
randCllD samples) combined with abiotic measurements would provide the
necessary data to determine which specific factors control intras! te
c01IlIDunl ty cocnposi tion.
1.2.3.6 Mussel Community Similar 1 t"J Analysis Be tween 1.oc.a11 ties
In ter-communi ty similar i ty analyses were per formed using
classificatory techniques. The analyses produced normal (site) and
inverse (speeles) dendrograms which were then arrantc!:S in a two-way
coincidence table. The normal dendrogram contains cluster s of
localities based on similarity of faunal composition. The inverse
dendrogram contains clusters of species with similar distribution
patterns among the localities. The two-way coincidence table
combines the normal and inverse analyses into a form whlchsulIIIDarlzes
the results. The cells of the two-way table characterize the site
groups with respect to faunal cocnposltion and abundance and contain
symbols representing relative abundances based on the species maximum
abundance. The symbols allow reduction of the physical size of the
table, and preserve the information necessary for interpretation of
the group separations.
The sf te groups which result from the normal analysis are labeled
with arabic numerals for easy reference in subsequent discussions of
the two-way table. Species groups which result from the inver se
analy sis contain many species. Each species group is labeled wi th
capital arabic letters for easy reference. In order to interpret the
species cocnposition of a specific group, it is necessary to rt:fer
directly to the two-way table (Figure IlI-l.2-29). The phylum of a
particular spedes can be found in Appendix I, Table IIl-l.2-12.
The analysis revealed four major patterns which corresponded to
characteristic species assemblages occupying the mussel beds from the
various geographic areas (Figure 111-1.2-29). These included: (1)
Clusters of loca.l1ties which disp ....ay a north-south pattern wUh
respect to the similarity of their respective mussel communites, (2)
The unique dissimilarity of the mussel community found at Coleta
1
J
I
I
Point, (3) Clusters of species
characterize selected localities, (4)
all mussel beds examined.
whose highest abundances
SpeCies groups ubiqui tous to
The overall classification, which includes all uppei:' and lower
intertidal samples as well as summer and winter collections shows two
primary divisions and one secondary split in the normal dendrogram,
thus resulting in four clusters of s1 tes.
Ill-I. 2-51.
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One pr1mary dendrogram division separates site group 1 from site
groups 2 and 3 (Figure IlI-l.2-29). Site group 1 is composed of
southern mainland locali tie s including Corona del Mar and San Di ego
a8 well as the southern islands of Santa Barbara, Santa Catalina and
San Clemente. 51 te group 2 included the northern channel islands,
San Miguel, Santa Rosa, Santa Q:uz and also San Nicolas Island. The
most northern mainland locality, Government Point was also part of
this cluster but was secondar ily spl1 t off to form site group 3.
Site group 4 is composed of samples collected at Goleta Point. This
pattern suggests that two distinct faunal provinces are represented
in the mussel cOllllllunities sampled this year. ~ring the 1975-197&
program thic same pattern was visible, but because of the limi ted
geographic coverage less complete community information was available.
The inverse analysis yielded 7 species groups labeled A through G.
Species group A is a ubiquitous assemblage of organ! sms found in
pract1.cally all the mussel beds sampled. The overall abundances of
the species in this group were slightly higher in samples from si te
groups 1 and 2. This group included several species of limpets
Collisella digitalis, ~ ~, ~ limatula and h pelta, the
nemerteans Emplectonema gracile. Paranemertes peregrina and the crab
Pachyvapsu8 crassipes. Additional ubiquitous species were scattered
among the other species groups includins species group F and included
the barnacles PcHl1cipes polymerus, Chthamolu6 dall1, h £lssos, the
polychaetes Naineris dendritica, ~umbriner~s zonata and others.
Cenerally the ubiqui toUS species are less restricted in their
distribution than many other mussel community inhabitants. They
would be anticipated occupants in any mussel beds within the southern
california area.
Species In species group B were primarily conf1ne~ to slte groups 1
and 2. Bo~ver, selected species e.g., Eupomatus gracilis and
PetrClUsthes carbilloi were found 1n all site groups. Representa-
tives from species group C were found in all site groups. However,
site groups 3 and 4 contained fe"ler species from group C than site
groups 1 and 2. Site group 2 is characterized by high relative
abundance of species from species group D. These same species occur
in lower abundances in si te groups 1, 3 and 4.
Species group E is represented in site groups 1 and 2. Host of the
spec1.eg In species group E occur in high abundances in the lower
samples from Government Point (sIte group 3). The species from
spf:cies group E are rare among eamples in site group 4, and occur in
very low abundances. Species in species group F characterize site
group 4 in high relative abundances. These same species are
rerresented in sIte groups 1. 2 and 3 1n much lower relative
abundances. The species in species group G characterize the mussel
beds represented in site group 1. These species are rare in site
group 2 collections and almost totally absent from site groups 3 and
4.
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In general there was greater interslte variability than intrasite
variability. This cbservaUol: is illustrated by the clustering of
upper and lo~r collection,; together fot a par ticular 10ca11 ty. One
notable exception to this observation was the clu~tering of lo,"'Cr
collections from Santa Rosa Island wi th the Santa Cruz Island
collections. The Santa Rosa upper collections clustered with the San
Hlguel Island and san Nicolas Island collections.
As discussed above, the localities sampled divided 8lon~ a
nor tb-south trend wi th si t'e group i representing the sout:ern
localities and site groups 2 and 3 incorporating northern collection
areas. The mussel, bed community from Goleta Point, SI,te Group 4,
stood out as unique in the, classi fication analysi s (Fi g'Jre
111-1.2-29). There were three primary reasons for this distinction.
Overall the mussel community from this locality was the least diverse
among those sampled. In addition the species which were present
occurred in relatively lowabuntances. Finally several species from
species group F (Figure 111-1.2-29) di splayed their highest
abundoances in mussel beds from this locality.
Point Conception, California, has long been regarded as the dividing
,line between northern (colder water) and southern (warmer water)
prov!I)CU of species (JoMson, and Snook. 1967; Light et al., 1970).
A very generalized diagram of water circulatio~ patternS-occurring in
the sOlJthern California area is presented in Figure III-I.2-30. This
figure depicts primarily sur face water circulatioq based on
oceanographic ob.:ervations using several techniques including current
meters. wighted and unweightetl dri ft cards and other hydrographic
data. The diagram does not depict subsurface current, localized
gyres or seasonal an0Cll311es which are known to exi st. Ifowever, the
patterns illustrated suggest that planktonic larval recrui ts may be
carried to saDe 10ca11 ties in 51 te group 1 from southern warm water
soUt't:e areas and to mussel beds in site groups 2 and 3 from northern
cold water source areas (with sane overlap between all areas). It
should be noted that there are no clear cut divisions, or exclusions
of species. Many of the species span tl".e entire range of localities
visi ted but display their highest abundance in specHi c areas. One
example is the species in species group E which occur more frequently
and in higher at.undance in site groups 2 and 3 (FIgure 111-1.2-29).
These species include the predatory gastropod Nucella elllarginata. the
sea spider PycnogonuiD stearnsl. the scale worm Halc.sydna johnsonl and
others. The same patter'n exists for species from species groups B
and C where selected animals from these groups display their highest
abundance in either northern or southern localities (sIte groups 2
and 3 or 1 Figure 111-1.2-29). The following examples will serve to
illustrate this. The small bivalve~ 8ubguadrata, the gastropod
HOlDalopoma baculum and the slipper shell lilllpet Creplpatella
l1ngulata, all occur in both nor thern and southern mussel beds but
exhibit higher abundances in the southern mussel beds (site group 1).
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CClGIIIlunity when it Is retained In the mussel bed. It provides
substrat'! for some species e.g. :,olychaetes. Sand may also inhibit
mussel community development. This can occur in two ways. Sand Play
scour a substrate thus preventing mussels from settling and becoming
established as a "bed", or the sand may "fill" up the inter sti tial
mussel bed spaces to the extent that the mussels are smothered,
eventually due and are ripped off the substrate.
1.2.3.7 Seasonal Dl fferences in the )obssel ColDIDuni ty
During the 1975-1976 program oomi-annual and quarter ly sampling of
the mussel community was employed to determine if seasonal
differences existed in the presence or abundance of species. A
overall seasonal patterns were discovered. In general, the
c'!mposidon and abundance of mussel bed Inha6fiants remained constant
throughout the year. Intersite differences in c01lllllunit'les obscured
any intrasite variations.
This year three localities lolere visited during the summer and winter.
These sites included Government Point, Goleta Point and Santa Rosa
Island. When considered in the overall classif~catio:1 analysis
(Figure III-l.2-29) intersite differences masked any intrasite
differences which may have resulted from seasonal influences.
Individcal examination of the species composition and diversity
suggest that no major differences existed bet"l!er. sumliler and winter'
collections. The one exception may be the difference between summer
and winter B collections from Govermnent Point which contained 100
and 59 species respectively (Table IlI-l.2-7). This difference may
indicate a seasonal effect. Ho~ver, many of the mussel communi ties
exhibi ted large diver si ty di fferences which reflected heterogeneity
within the mussel bed. This 15 an alternative which may also explain
the observed "seasonal" difference. It is not possible at this time
to distinguish between the influence of one or both of these factors
on the communi ty cOlllposi tion.
1.2.3.8 Discriminant Analysis of !t.sssel Bed Abiotic Characteristics
The mussel community differences described In the section 1.2.3.6 are
controlled by two general categories of variables. The first is
bet"l!en habitat variables. which as described above, are primarily
associated with hydrographic conditions. These include current and
W#Jter masses operating in the Southern California bight which
transport planktonic larval recruits to distant settlement areas.
Htdrographic features generally regulate which faunal prOVinces are
represented in the communi ty by their place of origin.
Within habitat features are aore localized and operate wi thin each
spec! fie geographic area. These features include the abiotic
characteristics measured wi thin the mussel bed, reflecting p~;ysical
and chemical differences (as well as biological interactions. not
measured in this study). These local factors affect the internal
mus&e 1 bed envir onment. The associ ated fauna depend on thi s
environment for food, habitat and shelter.
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Multiple dhcriminant analysi s was employed to identify the most
important abiotic factors associated with mussel community
differences. Thirteen mussel bed ~biotic features were measuro!d
during this study (Section 1.2.2.3.4) and were incl~ded in the
discriminant analysis. Some of these variable' prOVide combinations
of resow-ces for selected mussel community species. For example,
sediment provides both habitat and food for some deposi t feeding
polychaetes. The discriminant analysis prod'.lced linear combinations
of variables which best separated predefined groups from the
classification analysis.
The relative importance of a variable in tle construction of a
discriminant axis is indicated by the magnitude of its respective
coeffident of separate determination. The coefficients of separate
determination are tabulated (Table 111-1.2-9) and the coefficients of
the most important variables are indicated on the di!criminant axes
(Figure llI-l.2-32). The group means for each variable considered.
are listed in "(Table III-I. 2-1 0). The vector diagram on Figure
III-l.2-32 indicates the direction of increase for the important
, "variables. In addition, the direction of increased species diversity
is indicated on this figure. The important variables are inter~reted
in relation to the overall community t<tructure and diversity
differences. Interpretation of important vari3bles in relation to
selected species requires individual consideration of the species and
its natural history. This was not attempted in this Rtudy.
Two discriminant axes were required to separate the four si te groups
from the overall class1 fieation (Figure 11l-1.2-29). The most
im,ortant variables on the first axis are: the quantity of tar (T).
quantity of coarse fracti·on material (CF and correlated pore base
PB) t and the mean sediment size (HSS) (Tables III-l.2-9 and
llI-l.2-10). The most impor tant variables on the second axis are:
quantity of coarse fraction material (CF wi th its correlated pore
base PB), skewness of the sediment distribution (PS), quanti ty of
detritus (D) and the quantity of t3r (T). The vector d:lagram
indicates that species diversity t:lcreases with the quantity of
coarse fraction material with its associated pore base, increased
mean sediment size and a shift to positive ..kewness of the sediment
distribution. Diversity decreases with increased quantities of tar
and detrital material.
The most impor tant var iables associated wi th mussel communi tv
differences were primarily habi tat related (Figure III-I. 2-32) .'
These inclUGed quantitative differences in the number of
microhabitats providl"d by ':oarse fraction material and its assoda"ted
pore base. Coarse fraction material constituents included shell
fra8Jllents and small pebbles (Table 111-1.2-11). These materials
prOVided SUf faces for attachment of sessile species including the
polychaetee Phragmatopoma call fornica. ~ minuta. the barnacles
111-1.2-58
Table 111-1.2-9. Coefficients of separate determimation for the
overall discriminant analysis. (The magnitude
of those elements underlined indicates,their
relative importance in the formation of the
discriminant aces).
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Abiotic Characteristic
1. 'Mussel bO!d thickness
2. Intertidal height
3. Dry weight of the sediaent
4. Dry weight of the coarse
fraction sediment*
S. Dry weight of the detritus
6. Angle of the substrate
7. Total residual volume
8. Mean sediment size
9. Phi skewness of the sediment
10. Phi kurtosis of the sediment
1'1. Organi: carbon in the sediment
12. Tar weight
1
7.2
0.1
0.3
29.6
1.6
7.0
0.9
.!Q.:!
3.5
5.4
3.1
Axis
2
3.9
0.0
6.7
37.6
.!!W.
0.4
6.0
1.0
17.2
1.0
5.7
.!Q4
:'i-~
;7
*Pore base of coarse fraction sediment was highly correlated (rm .89)
with the weight of ~oarse· fraction. Therefore. only the weight of
coarse fraction sediment was considered in this analysis.
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AXil 2
Figure 111-1.2-32. Overall discriminent analysis. The importance
of each abiotic variable on an axis is indicated
by the magnitude of its coefficient of separate
determination in parentheses. Arrows in the vector
diagram illustrate the direction of increase
of each variables mean score.
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Table 111-1.2-10. Group means from overall discriminant analysis.
Abiotic r.haractp.ristic <:roup Number from Classification
1 2 3 4
1. Mussel. bed thickness 6.0860 6.4006 4.8825 3.0920
2. Intertidal height of the
substrate 1.1710 1.4196 1.0220 1.8100
3. Dry weight of the sediu:ent* 4.3598 5.5527 3.9855 5.2695
4. Dry weight of the coat~e
sediment* 4.9873 5.7857 5.4733 4.4215
5. Dry weight of the detritus* 0.9800 1.2087 1.7203 2.0394-
6. Angle of the substrate* 1.9289 2.0670 1.8780 1.3631
1. Total residual volume 937.5361 935.9539 649.2600 484.0752
8. M~an sediment size 1.6203 1.5550 1.65~5 1.9820
9. Phi skewness of the
sediment 0.2991 0.12.30 -0.0935 -0.1105
10. Phi kurtosis of the
sediment 0.1159 0.4252 -0.0245 0.7835
11. Organic carbon contp.nt of
the sediment* 0.5960 0.4153 0.4343 0.5645
12. Tar wei2ht* 0.0020 0.0518 0.3333 0.3574
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*1og +1 transformed prior to anelysis.
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Table 111-1.2-11. Coarse fraction composition.
1. Shell debris
a) broken pieces
b) empty and worn-away shells including snails.
barnacles and mussels
2. Small rocks and pebbles ( > 2 Mm. diameter)
3. Broken and surf-beaten worm encasements
4. Forei~n objects e.g. glass and lead fish weights and fish line
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Balanu$ . glandula. Chthamalus fissus. the coelenterate Anthopleura
elerant1ssima. and many others too numerous to mention here. Coarse
fraction material als~ provides grazing sur faces for several species
Induding the limpets. Col11sella pelta and Collisella scabra and
others., Pore base of the coarse fractlon materlal provides ~homes".
shelter and spatial separation for many motile species within Its
holes and crevices.
Qualitative differences in the character of trapped sediment wi. thin
the mussel bed was also associated with community differences. These
characterIstics included the mean size of the sediment aud the
8~wness of the sediment distribution. These features directly
affect the nature of the sediment microhabitat wi thin the mussel bed
and thus' the species which inhabit this environment. Many of the
polychaetes and molluscs. two of the dCllllinant groups in this study •
.&-.e.. dependent on the sediment microenvironment. They selectively
inhabit this area and this selectivity is in part governed by the
qualitative differences In the sediment (Kanter. 1978).
Increased specie s diver sl ty of the mussel bed c?mmuni ty wa s
associated with the quantitative and qualitative differences in the
habitat features disc\:ssed above. The nU1llber of species increased
with greater quantities of coarse fraction ~aterlal and its
associated pore balle. an increase in the mean size of trapped
sediment and the more posl tive skewness of the sediment distribution
(Figure llI-l.2-32).
The quantity of tar trapped within the mussel bed was recorded as an
index of 011 exposure and was one of the most important factors in
the discriminant analysis (Table IlI-l.2-9). This factor was of
pr imary impor tance on ax! s I and of secondary impor tance on ax! s I I
(Table Ill-l.2-9 •. Figure llI-l.2-32). The presence of tar was
interpreted as a chemical variahle in the internal mussel bed
environment. The presence of this substance and its chemical nature
must be considered factor s vi th which inhabi tants or potential
inhabi tan-ts must contend. Two di stinct communi ty features are
associated with the presence of tar in the mussel bed. The first is
1lldstrated 1n the vector diagram of Figure III-l.2-32. Those mussel
beds which contained the greatest quantitites of tar. e.g••
Government- Point and Goleta Point. contained the lowest numbers of
species overall. During the 1915-J 916 program the observed quantity
of tar trapped within the mussel bed ~as also an important variable.
The second quarter dlscrilll1nant aralysis results suggested that lower
species diversity was associated with the greater quantities of tar
i.e.. San Miguel Island mussel bed samples contained the lowest
number of species and the highest quantities of tar among the mussel
bpds compared. Tar was also important in the third quarter
discriminant analysis. coal 011 point lI&ussel beds contained the
highest quantities of tar and also the greatest number of species
(74). San Miguel Island samples from this same period contained tar
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and again supported a low diversity of 55 species. The present
findings .and those from last year's program suggest that tal is
associated with community diversity differences, but its effect is
not consistent. This probably reflects the potentially different
nature of each type of tar trapped within the mussel bed. This may
ultimately reflect the varied chemical composi tion of original all
sources of the tar.
The second community feature associated with areas containing high
quantities of tar is that selected species display their greatest
abundances in these mussel beds, for example species in species
groups E and F (Figure 111-1.2-29) which characterize Government
Point and Goleta Point. The observations discussed above suggest
that many spedes cannot live in the presence of tar while this
second observation indicates that selected species may adapt or
acclimate to thrive in the presence of tar. We do not have the
chemical support to document the origin of the tar found in the
mussel beds at Government Point and Goleta Point. It is presumed
that this tar originated from natural 011 seeps offshore (Figure
III-l.2-33). It would be highly desirable to analyze this tar in the
future to ascertain its source and chemical nature.
The quantity of dett'ilus was of secondary importance on axis II
;::'-igure IIl-l.2-32). This was the only food related measure among
tm significant variables. De tri tus was composed primarily of algal
material (Appendix IV). This material can provide food directly for
several species including amphipods J Hyale plumulosa, Hyal! ~
ca11fornlca, and Isopod s H.s!! occidentl1s, Idotea ~ wosneo;enskii.
The higher quanti ties of detritus were generally associated wi th
Government Point and Goleta Point mussel beds which had lower species
diver si ties. This resource apJ)arently did not supply a limiting
factor since the increased quantity did not support greater species
diversity •
1.2.3.9 Synoptic Comparison of Year I (1975-1976) With Year 2 (1976-
1977 )
During the first year of the BIJI st1ldy \1975-1976) the geographic
coverage of mussel communities in the Bight was very limited. Only
six 10cal1 ties were intensively sampled to document baseline data on
community composition and seasonal variability. The extreme
complexity of the community in conjunction with eite specific
differo:nces prompted the recommendation for broader geographic
coverdge during Year 2 (1916-1977) wi th less emphasis on seasonal
sampling.
Additional impetus for greater geographic sampling of the mussel
cOIlIlIlunity came frOll\ the results of the classification analysis. The
analys1s revealed distinct differences between island and mainland
biota. The factor s responsible for these di fferences were not
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Figure 111-1.2-33. Locations of known offshore natural oil seeps.
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illllllediate~y clear and Were open· to much speculation. Among the
p08sibl~ explanations for the COtllClunity differen:es was the physical
sepal' ation of the islands from the mainland. thus l~otentially
isolating the mussel beds on the is~~nds. The differences could also
reflect the affect on the distribution of planktonic larval recruits
from the different water masses and currents which bathe the islands.
Local haM.tat factors. such as sediment clu"act.eristics. the presen~e
of tar and debris \Wi thin t~e mussel beds; etc •• were correlated with
community differences. Tht!se factors resulted in qualitative and
quantitative differences in microhabitat which varied between sites.
These microhabitat differences were brought about by the varying
amounts of debri s and sediment found wi thin the mussel bed. Tar
trapped within the mussel beds correlated strongly with community
differences.
The Year 2 program itl the Bight sampled considerably more mussel
communities. Eleven localities supporting extensive mussel beds were
sampled. The results of the coa.munity similar! ty analysis allo~d
finer delineation of biogeographic patterns. The "island-mainland M
patte:n from Year 1 was better defined as a "north-south" pattern.
As described preViously (Section l.2.3.6) the mussel communities
divided by similarity into groups which included both island and
mainland localities. Th~ results provide4 additional support for the
~pothesis that between-habitat features e.g. currents and water
masses which cart'y planktonic larvae were pr imarily responsible for
the observed species distribution patterns.
Within-habitat features that control c.ommunity composition and
diversity within a site were similar in both 'Year 1 and 'Year 2.
HicrohabHat features. in contrast to food resources. were again
important in Year 2. These included quantitative differences in the.
coarse fr ac tion mater lal and pore base as well as quaIl td t1 ve
differences in the sediment (section 1.2.3.8).
The presence of tar in the mussel bed was significant in both Year 1
and 'Year 2. The communi ty di fferences recorded when this variable
was present were discussed preViously (Section 1.2.3.8). HO\o1ever. it
is important to note that "tar" was a composite term used ttl
represent the quanti ties of Visible petroleum residues found wi thin
the mussel bed. The origin and source materials of these tars may be
quite variable. Thus any interpretation of effects must include more
information on the nature of the oil. Therefore it is highly
recommended for future studies tbat the tar be analyzed and
characteri zed.
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1.2.4 Recommendations and Modifications to the Year III Program
The following modifications were incorporated into the Year III
Intertidal Program on the bash of experience gained in the Year II
Program:
• Additional sampling localities were added to provide more
cCllIlplete geographic coverage. The areas include mainland
sites at Ventura and Carlsbad, California. To increase
geographic cover.3ge and to examine intra-is.land variabllit)·
additional collections sites were established on the
opposite (seaward) sid~ of all island localities presently
being sa~ple. In addition collection sites were
established on Anacapa Island.
• Sampling was discontinued at Santa Barbara Island because
accessible mussel beds were too pa tchy to suppor t fur ther
collections.
In addition, the following recommendations are presented to the BUf
for future studies. These were not incorporated into the Year III
program:
• Add a colle.ctlon area north of Point ·Conception ncar Point
Ar guello for. compari son wi th the currently examined
northern localities.
, !
i I
• A ~stematic random process for selection of sampling areas
replace· the present aggregated pattern of core samples.
This would allow discontinuation of "upper" and "lower N
inte~tidal sampling.
i .
• An intensive sampling program should be initiated at one
locality. This program would include approximately· thirty
random samples collected over the entire inter tidal
(vertical and hori zont-al) range of the lLIussel bed. The
data collected should· provide information on wi thin
locality community heter~"'eneity. and the physical data to
de<:ld~ on the most important within habitat factors
responsible for communi ty di fferencE::s.
• Species diversity (species counts) replace the use of
dominance diversity indices, e.g., Shannon-Wiener index.
• Include hydrographic data describing currents. water masses·
and other oceanographic feat~res of the Southern Cali fornia
Right into the discriminant analysis.
• Document the origin and nature of tar (Oil) found wi thin
the mussel bed.
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The cOlD1llunit1es associated with HytiJus cal1fc·rnianus (mussel) beds
from eleven geographic localities in Southern California were
examined. Th~ localities included four cainlan:! sites - Government
Point, Goleta Point, Corona del Har and San niego; and seven offshore
islands including - San H1guel Island, Santa Rosa Island, Santa Cruz
Island, Santa Barbara Island, Santa Catalina Island, San Nicolas
Island and San Clemente Island. This aeographic coverage. was much
more complete than the previous year (1975-1976 program). However,
it is still less thiln ideal. In particulaT a single island
collection locality may not be representative of an entiTe island.
Therefore greater geographic coverc.ge of the islands is recommended
for the future. In general, the 1500cm2 s8lllple size adopted during
the 1975-1976 program proved adequate for sampling most of the
struc~urally diverse mussel beds this year. This sample size
supplied information on the characteristic and abundant species
inhabi ting a par ticular IDUssel bed, and provided data which was well
suited to intersite community comparisons. This sample size was too
small in several instances to include the rarer, less abundant
species. The mussel communities Crom all localities contributed to
the master species list which contained conservatively 481 species of
animals and 63 specie s of algae. The most d1ver se collec t10:'ls came
from Santa Cruz Island and Corona leI Mar, and these areas contai ned
120 and 119 species respectively •. The lowest diver si ty was recorded
for the mussel beds from Goleta Point: which contained 57 species.
Hussel community samples were collected from upper and lower
1nter tidal areas occupied by the mussel beds wi thin a locall ty • In
general, community differences both in composition and abundance we~e
associated with these collections.
:
!'
j.
In the overall community similarity analysis, three significant
patterns were revealed. The mussel cOlDIDunities divided along a
north-south pattern of community similarity. The northern locolities
with similar communities included Government· Point, San Miguel
Island. Santa Rosa Island, Santa ~ uz Island, and San N1 colas Island.
The southern group was composed of mussel cOlIIIDunities from· Corona del
Har, San Diego, Santa Barbara Island, Santa Catalina Island and San
Clemente Island. This pattern appear s to correspond to currents and
water mass. movement in the Bight which transport planktonic larval
recruits to settlement areas. It waul.. be desirable to include more
site spt-clUc hydrographic data in future anaJ.yses to see if these
features correlate with biogeographic patterns 1n a quantitative way.
The mussel communi ties found at Goleta Point were extremely unique
in both composition and abundances of species. In general the
northern and southern ,ommunities were characterized by selected
groups of species exhibi ting their highest relative abundances at
individual localities. with some species ubiquitous to all
comrnmuni ties.
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The most impor tant mussel bed features associated wi th communi ty
differences were quantitative and qualitative differences in the
pote~t18l microhabitats. ThO&e features assodated with gre~ter
species diversity included the quantity of coarse fraction shell and
rock debris (with its associated pore base) the mean size and ph!
skewness of' the trapped sediment which agrees, with the fh'st years
study. Those features associated with de"c:reased species diversity
included greater quanti tites of t.ar and detritus trapped wi thin the
mussel bed. Tar was found to be an impor tant phy s1 cal-chemical
factor in the mussel beds in both Year 1 and Year 2 studies.
Knowledge of its origin and character would aid in determining its
1nfluence in the C01IIIIIunity. 'lherefore this analysis Is recomended
and should be included in the third years work.
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SITE
Government Point Go~eta Point COTona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
SUlIIIl\er Winter SUlIDDer Winter- SUllUller SUIlDll~t:
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AD AB AD AD AS
I. PHYLUM CNIDARIA
A. CLASS ANTIIOZOA
klthopleula xanthogrammica 04- ++
Ac tiniaria sp. +I- + ++ -++ -++
Mthopleura sp. + + ++ +
~thop1eur~ ,legantissima +
Anthozoa sp. +
Alcvonaria ap. +
11. PHYLUM PLATYHEOOtmlES
Lep~oplanidae sp. +f- +f- +f- + +I- ++
Frcemania litoricola +
Stylochus franciscanus + +
AllolonlBna callfornlca + +f-
Ill. PHYLUM NEHERTEA
A. CLASS ANOPLA
Lineidae ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
Uneus plctifrons + + +
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SITE
Government Point Ooleta P'}int Corona del Mar San Diego'
1976 1971 1976 1977 1976 1976
SU1IIIlIer Winter SU1IlIIIer Winter SUllDller SUlIDDer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AD AD AD AD AD AD
B. CLASS ENOPLA
Emplectonema gracile ...... ...... + ...... ++ ++
Nemertops1s gracilis ...... + + ++ +
Paranemertes peregrina + + + ...... ......
AmDhioorus SD. + ++ ...... ...... ...... ++
IV• PHYLUM SIPUNCULIDA
PhascoloDoma agassizii + ...... + + ++
Sipuncula ap. + + ++ .~
Phascolosol'll8 so. +
v. PHYLUM ANNELIDA
A. CLASS OLIGOCHAETA
Enchytraeidae sp. +
Ol1R.ochaeta so. ...... ++ ++ ++
B. ClASS POLYCHAETA
Arabella semimacul8ta + ++ ...... ++ ......
Boccardia proboscidea + ...... + ++ ++
Chone minute +
·.,,, " ., , •...".,., '.~ - - .' . . ,.
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SITE
Government Point Goleta Point Corona dpl Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AD AB AB AB AB AB
B. cLAss POLYCHAETA (Cont'd.)
Chrysopetalum occidentale +
C1rratulidae sp. + + + +
Eulalia aviculiseta +
Eupomatus gracilis +to +to + .... +f- ++
Hemipodua borealis +
Lumbrineris zonata + ++ ++ +to +to +
Ner~ls vexilloaa ++ +to
Notomastua tenuia +to ++ ++ +
Oncoscolex paciflcus +
Phragmatopoma californica + ++ +to +to
Platynereis bicanaliculata +
Typosyllis hyalina ++ ++ ++ +4- ++ ++
Typosyllis "fascista" ap. D ++ +f- ++ ++ ++ ++
Naineris dendr.it.ica + +f- +t +4- ++
Spirobranchus spino9u9 +
Halosydna brevisetoss + +
Typosyllia alternata ++ ++ ++ + + +
Nothria sp. ...
Exogone lourei + + ++ +
Terebeilldae sp. + + +
Polydora ap. + +
Typosyllis cf aciculata + +
PolyophthalmuB pictus + + + +to +
Tharvx SD. + + + ++ ++
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SITE
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1917 1976 1917 1976 1976
SUllDDer Winter Summer 'linter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AB AS AD AD AS
B. CLASS POLYCHAEt.\ (Cont'd.)
Chaetozone sp. + +
Polydora llm!=ola +
Capitelhdae :p. + + ++
Polydora webster! +fo ...
Phyllodocldac sp. + +
Polynoidae ap. + +
Exogone sp • + + +
Cirrfformia luxuriosa ++
Lumbrir.eridae sp. + +
Maldanidae ap. + +
Nereis mediator -f+ ++ ++ ++ ; ++ ++
Anaitides sp. +
Axiothella rubrocincta ++
Lumbrlneris japonlca ++
Polydora 90cialis +
Cirriformia tentaculata ++ ++ ++
Snbellidae sp. + + +
Syllidae sp. ++ ++
Brania sp. ++ ++ ++. ++ ++
Sabellaria gracilis ++
Odontosyllis phosphorea +
Perinereis monterea ++ ++ ++ .
Lumbrlnerls 80. + + ++ -++ +.
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SITE
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
SUtnlIIer Winter SUlIIIIler Winter Summer SUllIDIer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AS AB AB AB' AB AD
B. CLASS POLYCHAETA (Cont t d. )
.-
Sigalionldae ap. A
*Branchiomaldane vincenti! + +
C8ulleriella bioculata +to + +
Caullerlella alata + +
Cirratulus cirratus ...
Medlomastus californiensis +to + +I- +
Boccardia columbiana ++ +
Boccardia hamata +
Splon1dae sp. A + +
Boccardia tricuspa +
Nere1. sp. +to + +to +t
Typosyllis variegata +to + ++
H410sydna johnsoni + + + +
Thelepus crlspuB + +
Splrorbinae sp. +t +
Eulalia quadrioculata + ++ + ++ +
Nothria 8tigmatis + +
Eteone pacifica + + + +
Onuphidae sp. + +
Eulalia sp. A +
*Fabricla ap. + ++ +t +
Marphyca sp. +
Sabellarla cementarium + + +
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SITE
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1917 1976 1977 1976 1976
SUUlIIler Wint.!r SUlIlllIer Winter SUllllller SUllllDer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AS AB AB AB AB
B. CLASS POLYCHAETA (Cont'd.)
Typosylli8 sp. +
Cirriformia sp. + +
Armandia bioculata +
Sctistocomus hiltoni ++
Oriops1s sp. ++ +
Syllides sp • +
Synelmis albin! ~
Salmacina tribranchiata +
Protodorvilleo gracilis +
Anaitides uadeirensis +
Eunicida8 sp. +
Eunice antennata +
Paraonldae SOP. +
VI. PHYLUM MOLLUSCA
A. CLASS GASTROPODA
Collisella strigatella ++ ++ ++ ++
Crepipatella lingulata + ++
Epitonium tinetum + +
*Fissurella volcano ++ +
Homalopoma luridum +
Lacuna unifasciata + +
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.Appendix IIa (Continued).' Faunal Species Present at Mainland Collection Sites
SITE
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
SUIIlIIl!r Winter Summer Winter Summer Summer
810T1CCOHPOSITION AD AD AD AS AD AS
VI. PHYLUM MOLLUSCA (Cont'd.)
A. CLASS GASTROPODA
Nudibranchia ap. + +f- +
Burleola haliotiphl1iQ +
*
++
Littorina ap. +
CaecWll cal1fornicWll + +f- +
rartulum occidentale
*
+
* *Fartulum orcutti
*Crepidula ap. +f- + +
Crepidula aculeata +
NuceIIa cana1~culata +f-
Macron liv:1dua +
Odostomia turricula +
*Iselica fenestrata +
Turbonilla tenuicula +
Trico1ia pulloides +
Amphithalamua tends +f-
*A!vinla coam:1a +
Sinezona rlmu10ides
*Barleeia 8ubtenui8 ++
*
+ + +
Diodora sp. ++
Collisella conus
* * *
+t- .....
*HaHotis ap. +
Cerithiopa1s ap. + +
GAstropoda 9D. +
*
++ + +
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Appendix IIa (Ccntlnued). Fau~al Species Present at Mainla~d Collection Sites
SITE
Government Point Coleta Point Corona del ...ar San Viego
1976 1917 1976 1977 1976 1976
Summer \I,inter SWI/lIler Winter Summer Summer
eIOTIC COMPOSITION AD AB AD AB AB AB
VI. PHYLUM MOLLUSCA (Cont'd.)
A. CLASS GASTROPODA
Littorina p1anaxis +f- .... .... +f- +f-
Littorina scutulata + .... + +f-
Lottia gigantea i+ i+ + +f- i+
Ocenebra circumtexta -++
Odostomla nota + + +
Opalia funiculata +
Tegula funebralis i+ -++ + i+
Thais emarginata +f- i+ + + i+
Tri~usculus ret!culatus +
Turbonilla kelseyi + +:.
Haliotia cracherodii +
Barlee!a californica + + +
Acanthina spirala + +f-
Collisella digitalis +f- i+ ++ ++ +f- +f-
ColliBeUa pelta +f- i+ +to ++ +f- ....
Coillselia scabra + +
Mitrella aurantiaca +
Acanthina punctulata +
Collisella limatula + .... -++ +f- +f-
Amphissa versicolor + +
S~ila montereyensis +
Homalopoma baculum -++
Cerithicnsis caro~nterl + +
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Appendix IIA ~Cor.t~nupd). Faunal Species Present at Mainland Collection Sites
. SITE
Governm2nt Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar Sao Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
SUIIID1er Winter Summer Winter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AI AI AI AI AI AI
VI. PHYLUM MOLLUSCA (Cont'd.)
A. CLASS GASTROPODA
Acmaeidae sp. + ++
*'
++ + ++
Tricolia sp. + +
legula ap. + + ++
Co1lisella sp. +
B&rleeia sp• +
Thais SD • +
B. CLASS PELECYPODA
Rrachidonte~ adamsianus + ++ ++ ++
Chama pellucida ++.
Glans subquadrata ++
Hiate1la arctica ++ + ++
Lasaea subviridis ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
Modiolus capax + + +
Mytilus callfomlanus ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
HytiluB eduUs + ++ ++ ++ +
Protothaca stamlnea + + ++ ++ +
Septifer b!furcatus ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
Kellia laperouail + + +
Semele ruplcola .. +to
lrus lamel11fer +
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SITE
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
SU1mIIer Winter Summer Winter SUlIIIllcr Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSlTIOa AD AD AD AD AD AD
B. CLASS PELECYPODA (Cont' d. )
Gregarlel1a chenui +
Cumingia califom1ca ++
Myt!.lidae sp.
*
-1+ ++ -++ -++
*Pelecypoda sp. + +
* *
++
Protothaca ap. + +
Chaceia ovoidea +
Modiolus rect"'a +
Venerldae SD. +
C. CLMS POLYFI./ICOPHORA
HO',J811a muscosa
* * * *Nuttallina fluxa
*
+ +. ++ ++
*Cyanop1ax hartwegl1
*
+
*
++ ++
Lepidozona ap. + + -++
Lepidozona asthenes
*Nuttallina ap. + +
Polyplacophora sp. + ++ .+ ++
Hopal1a Sp. +
Dendrochlton sp. +
Cyanop1ax dentlens +
Acnnthoehitona avicula +
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Appendix IIa (Continued). Faunal Species Present at Mainland Collection Sites
SITE
Government Point Gol~ta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
Summer Winter SUmmer Winter SUlIlIlIer SUlIIIDcr
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AD Aa AD AI AS AD
VII. PHYLUM ARTHROPODA
A. CLASS CRUS'fACEA (CIRRIPEDIA)
Tetraclita squamosa rubescens i+ i+ of+ +
Balanus glandula i+ .f+ .f+ ++ .f+ .f+
Chthamalus dalli .f+ of+ -++ ++ ++ of+
Chthamalus f1s8u8 ++ ++ ++ .f+ .f+ i+
Pollicipea polymerua ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ .f+
Tetrac11ta squamosa elegans ++ ++ i+
Balanus tintlnnabulum
c:al1forn1c:us + +
Balanus c:renatus +
Cirrlp~dla juvenile unid. i+ ++ .f+ ++ of+ ++
Cirripe:dia dead ++ of+ ++ ++ +to of+
B. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(ORDER ISOPODA) (Cont'd.)
Cirolana harford! + + ++ ++
Idotea pentldotea
wosnesensk11
-++ ++
Jaerops1s dubia i+
Sphaeromat!dae sp. 1 + ++ ++ -t+ -++
Paranthura elegans + ++ +
Dynamenella shearer! +
Hesacthura oc:cidental!s + +
IaniroD8~B trldens + .f+
-- -------
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SITE .
Gove7:nment PC'int Goleta Point Corona d~l Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
Summer Winter SUllIDer Winter SUDlIIIer SUDDDer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AB AB AS AD AB
B. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(ORDER ISOPODA) (Cont'd.)
E1asmopua sp. ++ ++ + + ++ ++
Jassa falcate ++ ++ ++ ++
Pacal10rchestes ochotensls + + +
Paramoera mohri ++
I Eusiridae sp. ++Amphipoda sp. ++ + ++ ++Paraphoxu8 splnosus ...,
Pt.otis sp. + +
Hyale plumulosa + +
Anthuddae sp. i +CammaroDsis thompson! +
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Appendix IIa (Continued). Faunal Species Present at Mainland COllection· Sites
SITE
Gzvernment Point Goleta Point- Corona del Mar San Diego
i'176 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
S,... ..r, Winter SUlICler Winter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION .. AB AB AS AS AB
... ' .. ,
8. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(ORDER ISOPODA) (Cont'd.)
Isopoda sp. +
Cirolana sp. +
Sphaeromatidae SP. 3 +
C. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(ORDER AHPHIPODA)
Hale frequens + ++ ++
Hyale grandicornis
californica + + ++
*
+ ++
Aoroides columbiae + ++
Ampithoe sp. ++ +a. ++ ++ ++ ++
Elasmopus cf serricatus +
Hvale anceD:J ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
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SITE
Gove~~ent Point Goleta Point Co~ona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1916 1971 1916 1916
SUlllllle~ Winter SUlllllIer Winter Summer SUllIIDer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AD AD AD AD AS AD
D. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(SUBORDER CAPRELLIDEA)
Perotr1pus brevis +fo
CaDrellidae 6D. + +
E. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(ORDER TANAIDACEA)
Synapseudes intumescens + i+
Panco1us californiensis + +fo
Leptochelia sp. 1 +to ++
Tanaldacea ap. +
F. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(ORDER DECAPODA) (Cont'd.)
Pachygrapsus erassipes i+ i+ 'i+
-++ +to -++
Petrolisthes cabri1101 +fo ++ + + .++ -++
Pugettia producta + +
Fabia subquadrata + +
Pagurus hirsutiuseu1us +
Pagurus samuelis + +
Ha1idae so. +
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SITE
Government Point Coleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
SUlllIIIcr Winter SUIIIlIler Winter SUlIIIIIcr Suauer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AS AS AS AS AS AS
F. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(ORDER DECAPODA) (Cont'd.)
Pinnotheres concharum +
Brachyura ap. +
Me2BloDa BD. +
G. CLASS PYCNOGONIDA
Achel!a simplissima +
Halosoma vir1dintest1nale
*
+ +to
Pycnogonum stearns! + +
*Ammothella tuberculata +
Nymphopsis spinoslssima +
Lecythorhynchus h1lgendorfi
*Anoplodactylus erectus +
Achelia chelata +
H. CLASS COPEPODA
"(ORDER HARPACTICOIDA)
Hnrpactlcolda ap. + +
*
++ ++ +
!
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Appendix IIa (Continued). Faunal Species Present at Mainland Collection Sites
SITE
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 ' 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
Summer Winter SUlIlIDer Winter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB' AB AB AD AD AB
1. ,CLASS CRUSTACEA
. (ORDER OSTRACODA)
Rutiderma rotunda ++ +to
Rutiderma ap. B +to +
Rutiderma ap. +
Rut!derma Juday! +
Rutiderma hartmanii +
J. CLASS CRUSTACEA
(OIillER CUMACEA)
Cumacea so. +
VIII. PHYLUM ECHINODERMATA
A. CLASS ASTEROIDEA
Pisaster sp. +
Asteroidea sp. + +
Pls8ster ochraceu8 +
B. CLASS ECHINOIDEA
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus + +
Echinoidea sP. + +
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SITE
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar Son Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
Summer Winter 5Ull111ler Winter Sultllller Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AD AB AD AD AD AB
C. CLASS HOLOTIWROIDEA
1A::ptosvnapta SD. +
D. CLASS OPHIUROIDEA
Amphlpho11~ squamata +to
Ophiactis simplex *ODhiul'oidea so. +
IX. PHYLUM ECTOPROCTA
Hlcroporella callfornica +
HCmbranipora tuberculata +
Hippothoa hyalina +to
* *
+ + +
Thalamoporella californica + +
Cellaria mandibulata + + +
T=ice11arla occidentalis
*
++ + +
Scrupocellarla ca1ifornica +
*
+ + ++ +
Cauloramphus splnlferum + + + ++ +..
Fl1icrls1a franciscana + + ., +
*
+
Crisia serrulata + + + +
Bug'.lla neritina + + +
Lichenonora buskiana ++ +
~'1
~
/
:j
i::l
I
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j
:~Il: j
/1'1i/
. 1il
i
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SITE
Covernment Point Coleta Point Coronel del Mar San Diego
1916 1971 1916 1977 . i916 1976
SUlIlIlIer Winter Summer Winter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AS AS AB AB AB AS
IX. PHYLUM ECTOPROCTA (Cont'd.)
Scrupocellarla varians +
Parasmlttina coll1fera +
Hlppoporella gorgonensis +
Scrupocellaria diegensis + +
Rhynchozoon rostratum + +
Costazla costazi .f+
Crisulipora occidentalis +
Diaperoecia californlca +
Scrunocellaria bertholetti +
I
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I SLAHD snes
Slia "Jauel Sallto Buell Sent. Cru& SOllto 11Irbar. SOn Hlcol•• S.lIra (atoU". Son Cl_nte
1916 1916 1917 1976 1916 1916 1976 1976
Su_"t s_~ Wtnt.~
' .._dr Summer SUlllller S_r SU'lur
BIOTIC COH¥OSITIOH All loB
~
AI AI loB AI loB AI
I. PHYLU" PORIFERA
A. CLASS 'CALCAltU
l.euc:ondra IIuothl
•
11. l'IltLUH CHIDAltIA
A. CW:> IIYIJROZOA
Abh,UI\lIrh .p. + +
AIl'lIopll"nhl .p. +
SClrlulllr'o 1111>. . +
B. CLASS AHnIOZOA
Anlbuplouro IUlhrhoarlUlllllco +t ++ ++ ++ +t ++ + +t
~tlnllirlD lip. +t ++ ++ +i- t ++ +
Anlhup",ur" ap. t ++ ++ + t +
Anchopl"ur• .,lea.atJ•• l.. + +
AnthuZUll Sp.
• + ++P.u'"",'" nro'U"r. +
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JSLAItD 51TiS
5..D "Isud SlIntli Rosa Saata C~U& Santa llI,bu. Sola Hle,:,l.. SaDt:. c.t:. Uaa $.1>" CI_IIu
1916 1916 1917 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976
S..-I' 5_1' "Illterr 5_1' $u_r $,,_1' S_r S_r
!IIO1'1C: C~PllS IT I 011 AB A8 All All #.II A8 All AS
Ill. l'U'iLUlt PUnK£Un N11IES .
Leptop,anlda. ap. +t +t t+ ++ + ++ ++ ++
',,,,,.onla Utorh:ola + ++ +
AUol"p'ano Ap • + ++
Stylod,uu fl'llncloCllIlUA +
""toplana lip. + + +
Allolopilino c.llfornlcll + +t + + +
Phtyh"lalnthu lip. A t
Pluyl""lal:>th... lip. t
Turbdl"rl.a liD • t+
I V. !'lIltU" Nt:ttt:lln:A .
A. t:1.AS!> AHul'U
Ll""ldilCl .p. +t ++ +t ++ +to
Cur"bratuluu ap. t
"I~rur .. pordall_ +
Lln..". plcllfrone +t t
lIateron••nua .p. +
Ilecenea ep. ++ +t ++ +t +t t t+ +t
Tub"lan". 11.llucldue +
f
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ISLUD SITES ..
hD Hl,\Ic1 S...t. 10•• Sonu Cru& SlIlIt. Jolb.n S... IUeol.. Santa Cetallu S.a Cle_te
1976 1976 1917 1976 1976 1976 1976 1~76
S_r S_r W'nt.r S..-r Su_r SlIIllMr Su_r S_r
IIOTIC rOtPOSlTllIl All AD Ai AI All AI AI AI
B. CLASS EHOI'LA
EmplectoaCGA al.c11. ++ t+ ++ + + ++ +
~mertop.le 114cl1'. ++ ++ ++ + ++
PAron.merte. p.resrtn. . + ++ ++ t+ t+ ++ + ++
/IA.hlnur... eD. ++ ++ ++ H tot tot ++ t+
V. l'IIYLUM SIPUHCULI DA
PIoo..colo.au "80111"11 ++ ++ ++ ++ t+ ++ ++ ++
ThGD'eto 11\1. +
SID""""I" .... • + ~+ + • + •
VII. l'IlYLUH AHHt:LllJA
A. t.1.ASS OLiCOCllAETA
Ol .....chnuta liD. ++ ++ ++ ++ + +
II. CI....SS POUOIAnA
Aroba.l. e••S.-cul.t. ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ t+
"'"card'. Drubue.:'d.a + + ++
~,»,I"i"""" .. ~ .•) =t.. _( "I ' .• _ ~ .I .tUll .• _.c;uo's 1.1 _~~CliO'bt .pc , 4 I - ._-------_._._--_...
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- tSUltll SITES
S..n "Iauol Santo Iloll;a SlInco CrUE Saala larbara Saa Nicolo. S.nta CalaUna 5aft Cl~ftto
11/16 .976 .977 1976 .976 .916 .976 1976
S_r Sw=al1' "IntoI' 5..-1' &u_r Su_r 5":-1' Su-..r
BIOTIC ettCl'OSITION AB AD All AI AS fdI A8
8. CI.ASS I'UUI:IIA}:TA (Cline 'd. )
ChoM clnut. ++ + ++ 4-+
ClrratulIJ.~ .p. +
CI 1'1'HorDI.. liplr.b",":lIa +
fur~tu. 8r..clll • + + +
lIe..lpo"". b..,..U• ..
l_brll,crla Eor••ta ++ + ++ + ++
"~'cl. va.I ••oaa ++ ++
"ut..~.t... t~n.. la + +
~Iocu.rulu. p..~lflc:UI + + + +
..",..Il....tup...." e,,1 Hurftlca + • ++ ++ + ++T),l'ollyllll hyaUn" ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++
T~pu ..y.Uo "Iuclala" ap. D t+ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
N.. locrl~ dendrlt:co ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++
Sl'lrobranrhull .plnuau. + ++ + + ++ ++
1I1l1uaydna br"1/laut..a. + + + +
Ty"...)'lll. altarnota +to ++ ++ + ++ + ++
T)'I.oa,1 II. IIr..lllarl. + +
f..oauaa I..urel + ++ ++ ~ + ++ ++
Tarab.llld•• ap. ++ + ++ + + +
rolyllou .1'. • + +TYIIUDylll. c' .eleul.t. + + +
~
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ISLAIIO SITES
Son "Isuel Santa BOaa Silato CtUI Santo barbara Slln Hlcoloo Saota CataUIUI Siln ClelleoU.
1!176 1916 1977 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976
Swza,,1" S.......~ 'lIntel Su_c- Su_r SUJllQ8r S,,_r SIi_er
IIlurlC CClHPOSITION All All .1.£ All All 108 A8 108
8. CLASS VUlY~'~TA (Cunl'J.)
PulyophthalDUO pletu. i +t
P~r..urylhoc eollfurnlca +
11.ory_ up. + ++ ++ H ++ ++ ++
OIl.elO&One .,.. +
Orblalldae ap. + + + + +
capllellJd~c bp. + + • +Pulyduril webster1 +
Halnerh "p. +
l'hyUl)<iudda.. "p. + ++ + + + +
PulYIl,,'doc lip. ++ +
t;aullUlltl up. + + +
Clrrllunalu JuxurJo•• •I."libr llll:r ldac lip. + + +
5yllb tr..dUa +
VUDlllo".sa lafur.cllblllllG ++
~luJlldll. mcdll'opllluta +
Polyclrrull lip. ++
Holdunld"'u '1'. +
H..rd. "<llalor ++ ++ .++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
A"",hld".. up. + +t +
Typuayilia ad~nt.~ +
Aalul~..11. rubruclnets + +
'--' .----.-...... -.-••• ·,·~"'f ..._:'1!.,. ...ft~ .___ • , .._w __.._ •••__..__..__..
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ISlAND Sins
S..n "'a"al SantA Ro.. Sonta Cru& Santo Barboro San Itlcol.. Snnt. Ca,taUna Son ClltJat:ntc
197" 1976 1977 1976 1976 1"76 , 1976 1976
Su_ur S_or Winter Sue..,r SUIIDer S_or SUlIDer Su_er
IIIOftC COlPOSITJOH All A8 All All AI AS ' AS AJI
8. CUSS l"JL'tUIAETA (Coat'd.)
Sabol1arla ~ntarlua ~
Caplt.lla caplt.t. ..
I'otdilla ap. B .. ..
Ielanthyuua ap. + +
Thul"pua crlMllu. +
'IMta lip • +
Surpula vcr.leu1arl. ..
AUIOI)'IUd ap • +
Wrv'II"leI.. ap. +
£uldla lip. 8 +
S....el 'nla "p. ,+
Cu••ura nr. canell'. +
'"Ie'Dllutua b.. ll1a + .... ..
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JSIAHD SITES
S..n Hlsud Sanca '.oall S.ant4 Cru& botll Barbara SlIn ItJc:olu SanCII CetllUna San tle.nte'
1976 1976 1977 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976
Su=er S_r Winter Su=or S_r Su_1' S_r S_r
BIOTIC CIMPOSITION AB AI AI AB A8 AI AB AB
B. CUSS POLYClt».,,, (Cunt'd.)
Lu:brlnerlll JaponSc:a .. ..
Pulydora aocJ.11. t ++
ClrrSformta tantaeuSacll ..
S..b.lJ Idn lip. ~ .. ++ + + +
5Yl11dll0: .p. ++
Br"nJII :op. + ++ ++ .. + ++ ++
S.ballarla Ira~tlla ++
Ocf"ntullyll •• pllollphoraa' .. ++ ++
rcr Illl:n,lll IlOnten"o + ++ ++ ++ + .. ++
Lur.obrillurb .p. t+ .. ++ ...
SlIl.allullld•• lip. A .. ++ ++ + ++
Bunc:h101lloll dane Y InclllntU ++ .. .. ++ ..- .. ..
~ullerlella .p. t
C.ullcrlclla bluc:ulllta .. f ..
Coullcrlcll. alaca t ++ ..
IJuducllc:ur I .. cun.:luorwa + .. ..
Cirratlliull c:lrraCull .. ++
S~yph"pr"l:tu8 ..culllt"" + +
"",UotIOIllt ... c:.l1lorlllen"a ++ .. ..
Mutua••t". 1lneatu. .. .. +
Thnno..r. l"holltonl +
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Appendix lIb (Continued). Faunal Specl~s Present at Island Collection Sites
lSUtlD SITES
San "lauel Santa ROBlI SlIntll Crua Santll larbllu -San Nlcolaa Santa CataUna San Clellente
1916 1976 1977 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976
S........r $_1' Ulnter 5_1' S_r 5_1' S_.. S_..
BIOn~ taU'OSlTtOll .~ All All All All A. All ".
I. ClASS PULYCUAETA (c..nt· ... )
Rhynchollpl0 arGnlneola +
Boceardla columblanll + + + .+
~eeordl. trleuapu # + + ++ ++ ++ +
Polydor4 alordl + + # + + .
Polyd~ra pyaidioil. +
Lu=brlnerl. erect. +
~0lelepl0 aeut_ +
1I.. lo.yoln4 JoI",..o,,1 ++ ++ + ++ + +
~cc.. r"l" III'_ + ..
.'"belcla iii". + + ++ + ++ +
111'1"1'111" .p. # + + + ++
l'ut ..ClUla III'. A + ++
:>11 UII ,,1f'nS"tll t +
Sy11101"" Ill'. + + ++ + + ++ ++
IIcrelll ..p. ++ +t ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
Typu~y!ll. varlcs_tll + H ++ + t + +
Hnthrh "tlgmotlll + + + t
01.""10101,,...p. ... t +
SI·lruebl,,_....p. ++ ++ +t +(hey.opet_llda••1" +
Protuduevlliell arllcl.l. + +
Sc"h.u_rl"lIu" lonaleurnl. +
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ISLAHD SITU
Slin "11lUd Santa Rolla SlIntll Cruz Santa ...rb.... San Nicol.. Santa CnaUna S.n C1etMlnre
1916 1916 1911 1916 1976 1976 1976 1He.
S\IlIIllU S_r Vlncer Su_r Su_ar llu_r ~u_r s_r
'l"'le CI»lPClSITION AI AI All AI All All AI AI,
II. ClASS POLYUIAETA (Colle' 4.)
~ulallo ap. A .. .. ..
Eulilio qu.drlocullCa .. ..
Typolyl UII up. ..... + ... ++
Schlsto':OIIlua .p. A t
Odantullyl110 ap. .. ++ ... .. ..
Ha:glll_ pisaentllll ..
EL "0/1011 'pol:1 flca .. ..
Anultld"l1 madulranala .... ... .. ..
Phy JJochaetovterua proUtlca l' .. +
Typosyilia 'faaelata' .p• ..
Arablllla Ill'. •
rurllunld." .... i-
5ylllllll" alblnl ..
SullDae 11111 t r Ibran!;" tata • ++
Eunice .nt~nRdlll •
AuloJyUn....p. ..
fl.»tllrla ap. +
~rot"rl"oe ." t .. •
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Appendix lIb (Continued). Faunal Species Present at Island Collection Sites
ISLANll sIn.':
511n KtBU.. l Santa An"a SAnta (;rllp. Sllntll BArbnro SlIn lUeol;l1l Sonla Cola Un,. Slin GJe",ent~
1976 197" 1977 1976 1976 1976 , 1976 1976
Sumnpr Sumner Winter 511_r S"...er Su_r Su_r Sn_ar
BIOTIC COHFOSITION An All IJJ AB AI AI AB AS
VI I I. F1fTUIH IlOLUlSCII
A. CI.ASS CA5':'lIoronA
• r~lll"elll1 otrtglltella ++ ++ ++ ++ + +of. ++
• Conns clIl1 fornlcua .. +
• Cr.rlrntelln tln~ulntn + .. ++ + + + ++
• For llnnlulll t tnctuM ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++
rt""."..Ua volcano .. ++ ++ ++ .. +
• Llotlo fcnelltroto + +
• lI"IO"lorCIllIII ll1rtd\llll + +
I......un" lllOl"1llnratli +
• 1."("lln2 IJnif Otl,.t"tll + ++ + ..
• Llttnrtnn rJlInllxt. + + + ++ ++ .. ++
Llltor!"" flrutu1ntl! ++ ++ ++ + + ++ + ++
• Lntlill glRllnteli ".. ++ ++ -++ ++ -++ + ++
Kltr.lta eartnot. .. -++ .. +
. Or.cn..brll ctrcumte.tn ... ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ .
" o.lnt to..t" n"ta + • ... ++~ollo (unlculatu + ++ ..
T..g,.IA funebulls .... ++ ++ • •
Thnlq ~rRtn"t" ++ ++ -++ + ++
• Trl..",or.llills r..Ur.ut"tu" + ++
Trtrhnr. pf'dro"na .. +
Turbontl1. kelasv{ + + a + +
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ISUIID SIns
lI11n "Isud Snnta Ro.a SAnta CrUll S"nta Suboro San Nlcolaa Sant- C4t.Hn. $lin CI~enle
1916 1916 1!l71 1971\ 1916 1976. 1916 1916
S"llIll1C'r St_r Winter S'_r IhJlll.~r SU1Der S..-er S_r
DIOTIC CfMrOSfTlOlf All AS An AS U AS AD All
"I 11, rHTUlH KOLUlllCA
ft, t:1.A!:S CA:;TROrOllA (Cnnt'd.)
• II" l1ot.la crac!HorOtfIl ... ... ++ ... ... ++
• llArl~el. californlca ... ... ... ++ + ++
• "ItrA Id.... ++ ...
Ar.,,,thlna "phatll ... ...
• rhlll,,~II. disitali. ++ ++ ... ++ ++ ++ ++
• r~IIIR.llo pelt. ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++(411Ie(ll. scabra ... ... ... ...
"llr~11a ...rantlaco ... +
Aranthlna punct.. lata ++
• r.n111RP11n 1100lul. ... ++ ++ ++ ++ ... ++ ++
"",,,hIR"lI "..nlt:olor ... ... + ... ++ +
• :;"110 ~nter.,nnale ++ ++ ++ ... ... ++
• Bnlr.la th('felt •• ++
• lIn","lnpnmn h8I"Ullllll ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
• r..rlthl"rlli••arrpnterl ++ H ++
thlttbrnnc..l••1'. + ++ ... ... ...
• ~rl ... t. h.ltotlp~tlt. ... ++ ++ ++ ... ++ ++
LI ttorln. III. ++.
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Appendix lIb (Continued). Faunal Species Present at Island Collection Sites
1S~1I1I SITtS
5"n H1811.. 1 Santa ROil" ~Ilnte erll, SIlnta lI1lrl>IIn SlIn "leola" SanCa Cat"Una San CI~nt.
1'''1;
''J'" 1977 1976 1976 19'" 19'#) 1976~._..r 5_1' Vlnter 11..-1' S,,_r S""""U 5_1' $u_r
BIOTIC ClItr05IT101f All "I All All All All All All
VI n. rUnt," HlILJ.USCA
A. CLASS CASiRorOOA (Cont'4.)
• Col!Clltll clIIUornlc\IIll + .. ++ ++ .. .. ++
• C"PClIlI d.. lll ++ .. .. ++ ++
• Portul... ocd.hlnt"'. ++ ++ + .. ..
• r"rtulUlll orcutt I .. .. ++ + ++
• '"taloconchua eontereyr.n"t" .. ++ ++ ++
Cr..rldula ap. 4+ ..
• Cr"rld"la aculeata .. ...
CrerldulA aduneD .. +
nll""!I,, blrlle.te •C)'"t I"CIIR J~UU ..
"Itrom~rph. carp.nterl ..
• OoIORloal .. cllrrlcul.. ++ .. ++ . ++ +
IRftllClI 'en.."trDCa ..
• Odontomla hoJRa .. .. ++ + ..
• Tllrbonll1l1 tenulcule + ++
Trlr.olla pullold•• ..
• RllIRolna hakerl ..
. Amphlth"Inoua Cenule .. ++ .. ++ ++ + ~
. AI"lt.'ll CO"." .. ..
HatoaCDr. In••a.a + ..
I
I
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~An "lguPI SRnt.' Rosa SantA Crull S/lntll Rarbllrn SAn "I~"las Santa CIltoJ Ina San tJNt'nt.
IQ7(' 1976 1977 191" 197" \976 197" 1976
5'_r S,_r "Int.r 5u_r S_r $,,_r S,.-U S'~r
BIOTIC ~~~ITION·
""
AB AI
""
~ AS All All
VlIl. rmunt ttOLLlisrA
A. ClASS fASTRCrODA (tont'd.)
Luc.p'n~IJa callo-arl.natll •
Sln~~pft. fl~lq'~e, + + ++
S'rhcnar'" brllnnnn' ++ +
-
IlItrl.ellI allbt.nula + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
,...
Illodora ap. • +
+
- r~II'R.ll" conua ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
A~lIUIeldll. -I'- .... ++ ++ ++ ++ • +
• r..... trovo)d. Ill'. H ++ • + ++ ++ H
Cr.rtdul. 1:0.·1 ++
T.lnnRte'.... ""rrav~l1atllll +
r.lllyptraoldllo ap. •
-
0.10".0.-.1. euc01'.... •
• ~nRtomJ" aatrlet" +
• Odo"tolll'" vicol. •
()rloRt01llJa.llp. +.
r.,,"tropoda .1" B •
Cf'ratostoaa ""ttoll' ++.
CranuJa aubtrlRona +
......: ...... ; ....._.. -~. ....... ~ ~.. • _ "_ •• · ~.iW " : _ .. ,
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S"n "laue! Santa lI.,lIa SlInta Crull: $ ..nta IlIrbara San Nicola" Santa Catallnll S"n Cl~nt"
\976 1976 1917 197" 1976 1976 1976 1976
:;unaer 5,_1' Vlnter S......"r Su_er SIIIlIII'l!I' SII_el' $._r
BIOTIC COKrOSlTION AD AS All All All AB AD All
VHf. rllll.lllt HUI.IJJSCA
A. .':1,0\$5 CA.<;TROl'nDA (<:nnt·".)
l\o'l·"rod.,rle III'. +
r~rlthlor81s cosmlo ..
~I~.tmnl. YI'81n~I'~ ..
• SC'f1'",tOI't..e "'f..:m~:.r"" .. +
P~t "oconr,"ls sr. •
r..... tropod. "I'. A ..
~r"pldufs rornlce'e +
T,'-:olle ap. •
. Alvlnl.. ""qua_culpt" ..
Traula -I' • •Callt'n·JI .. lip. ..
Tr'phorll lip. ..
IIl1l1~t III IIp. ..
1I...."lop..... ap. ..
Odnlltpqla n3vlae .. ..
tel" thlopsl" lip. • +Od~Btoaan lIepynote ..
hrvlturbo IIrlll lcnllUtulI +
cYcloatrralacua .p. ..
Alylnl. purpurell +
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j;An "tgUt'! SAnU Ilona ~ant. Cru& j;l'lntA Bnrbllr. San "lct'S" Sant. Catalina S"n CJ .....ntl!
197~ 1976 1977 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976
!i''''''''''r !lu_l!r Vtnt"r 5.-.·rr 1:\lIMI-r S""""l!r S._er S,_.r
BIOTIC C~U'OSlTI0lt AD All AI AI AD AD All All
V" r. rllYl.IlH HOLI.lISCA
R. CUllS "f.~cyrnPA
• RrllehldonteB .d••• I"nuB ++ ++ +to ++ ... ++ ++
• lJIn"'" re ""elel" ++ ... • ...
• i:1flnl" Ao,hquodrO\l! ... + ++ -H ++ ... ++ ++
• MtAlnll. "retlco ... ... .. +to ... ... ...
• LAn.foa nubvtrldtn ++ ++ ..... +to ++ ... ++ ++
' ....dlnl .." cal'a" ++ ++ ++ ..... •
• HYI II .." cal Horalan"" ++ +4 H ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
• Hyt I I .." .duJ ill ... ++ ....
• l':ert If l!r hHure"tufl ++ ++ ++ .... ++ ++ ++
·
kellIn IApl!rou~11 ..... ... ... .... ... ++
• S..~ln ru~lc~'n +to ++ ++
r.rl!a~rll!IJa ehl!nul + +
"'In..rI4 k"I.~yl ..
• r.",.'n~IA eal Ifornlca •
r"leeypod" "I'. ... ++ ++ .... ++ +
"ytlll"Il'! AI" ++ ++ fo4 +to ++ ++ ++ ++
""dlnltul "l" ...
. LlthnphllS" pl~la kelA",1 ... + ++ ...
'"••odnch..a e.oll,r. + ...s.-_,.. "p. ..
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t~LAIfD SIns
SAn "lsud SanU Rnaa S.nta Crus SanU BUbar. SAn Ntcol.a S."ta Cat.U". Ell" ele-te
1976 1976 1977 1976 197" 1'76 1976 1976
S."""",r S._r Vt"ter S..1:IlIIer
5..___
S_r S_, SUll:IOCr
&lone cttlPOSlnott All All AS All All A8 A8 All
VIII. I'lIYLtIH ttOl.WSCA
". r.l.ASS PEI.F.CYPOnA (Cont'd.)
Lrofonc:c:ten latlAuratu. ~
r.. r.l"'!:!: roLYPl.ACOrll/)RA
·
""pnllo ..".eo."
* * *
·
''''Ualltno 'I"u
* *
...
* * *
~ ~
• roy.nopl •• hartv~8lJ ....
* *
+
* *
.... ....
l~rldn,ono cAllrornlen~la ..
l"'rldoIOn. lip. ..
·
LrpldOlnnll Dsthenea
*
""ttslllnll ap. ... ... ..
PolFPlar.ophnra "p. + ...
""palla ~r. ..
r~11J4toc:hltoft p4lDUlatu~ ..
Ou... t"pl .."ra lip. ...
Aea"lhothltona ."tcuh +
P. l:1.A!:S CEfIlAI.nrnoA
Cktopua ap• +
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SUClllC:~ S_r VIanI' S_r S_r S_~ S_r s_~
BIOTIC COMPOSITION All All AI AI AI AS AB AI '
IX. PIIYLUH AIl11lROPODA
A. CUSS CRUSrAClA (CIUIPEDIA)
Telreellta aqua.ola
·
rubelleene ... ... ... ... ... ... ..... ++
Bal.nul alandul. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
• Chch...lu8 dell. ++ ... ++ ... ++ ++ ... ++
·
Chlh...lue f'.eu. ++ ... ... ++ ++ ... ++ ++
·
Poll'.".1 pol,..rue ++ ... ++ ++ ++ t+ ... ++
·
TetrDcllt. e~ua.o.. elesanl ++ ... ... ++ ++ ++ tot ++
BAlanulI ttnttnnabulua
.alUornteua + + ++ tot tot
Ctrrtpcdl. Juvenile UQI•• ..... ++ ++ ++ tot tot ... ...
Clrrlpcdta dud tot + ... tot ... ... ...(:vorlD l.~va. •
8. CUSS CRUSTACEA
(ORDER IS0POOA)
• CJ~olana harfo~d' ... ... + tot ... ... tot i+
Idotea pcntldot••
woanllllcnlU 1 ...
· J••ro,.I. dub.. .. .. .. ... + ..
S,haerOGAtld•••p. + ... .. .....
Sphl.rUDetJd...p. 1 ... +t ... .. ++ ++ +t
Ja..ooala 1I0. +
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Sll" Hlauel Santa lo"a Santa CruD Stint. larbara San Mleolo. Sante Cat.U"a San Clnellt.
1916 1976 1977 1976 1976 1976 1976 1916
S_r S_r Winter S'_r Su_r Su....r S_I" S_r
lllOT1C C~OSITI(M All A8 All AD All All A8 A8
••
ClASS caUSTACEA
(URDl~ ISOPODA)(Cunt'd.)
Vel"Ucr. ap. +
Cryptothlr balaD! +
lllnlrllpaia trldena + +to +to + +
Sph4era.... tld....p. 2 +to + +
'ar.nthura clelan. +
I,,,,hopala .p. +
Mchurtd"e .... +
raranchur" ele8ana +
""Ullnt hura occldent.lla + +
C. ClASS ClIUASTACEA
(OklltR AHI'IlU'(JIJA)
·
lI)'oh, (r"quena + + +to + +
·
Ural. arand1eurnla
coUfurnl"lI +to +to +to +to +to +to +to
. Auruld~u Lolusblue +to ++ + ++ .... .... +to
·
""en ahille t + t +
I\lIII'Uhoc .p. ++ oft + +to .. + ++
Cln,,,,,l" ."Ieul.a +
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ISUMD SITU
San "Illuol Saa'. 101111 S.aatll Cru& Santll IIIrbllra Sill' IIlcol:1a SliD'a CataUna Sila Cl_ole
1976 1976 1977 1976 19)6 1976 ln6 1976
S_r S_r Vln,er S_r Su_r S_r Su_r S_r
BIOTIC COHPOSITIOH AI AB AI AS AI AS AS AS
C. CLASS CMUSTACEA
(OkOF.R AHPUIPUUA)(CuDt'd.)
• ..,lI1e .,'c.pa ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
• ElolllllOpu~ lip. ++ ++ + ++ +t +t ++ ++
• Ja.D" ' .. Icata + ++ . ++ ++ t • . • ++
'arallorc:hnua ochoteaalll •
.
+
'aralDO"rll DoI"rl ++ + +
Eu&1r Ido" .p. ++ I ++,
. 1I,d" pl_lu811 ++ ++ ++
• I'hOllo Dp. ++ ++ + +
• "",,,htpuda .p• ++ ++ ++ +t + +
p.,nlolll!neia ,". +
D. CUSS CRUSTACEA
(SUbORDER CAl'kELLIUEA)
capr8Uldao ap. + +t +
relrotrl.". br...la • +
I
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5U1lDer 5_or IUllter S_r S~otr Su_ar S_r 5_r
IIIOTIC COiPOSITIOH AI AI AI All AI All All AS
E. ClASS CRUSTACEA
(OMntR TANAIDAC£A)
·
S7n.P••ud.. 'ntuac.(.n. ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++
LeptochDlls .p. 1 .. ++
A"aland. lip. t
T.llIaldoicaa ap. +
Pan~ulu. cal.fo,oten.t. + ++
F. ClASS ClUSTACI'''
(ClIl\lt:1I bECAI'UDA)
Mva.a:apaull nudus + +
• PllcllYllrapllua (,...lpIIII ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
rUlrull~lhua cabriliol ++ t ++ .. +
P~gvttl .. product. .. + + ++
f ..bla .ub~u.dr.t. .. .. + t
• l:7c lu••ntllup, nov•..scntatu. t ..
.... ' ....ntlll... tAylorl t
....8urull IIhuutlu.eulu. .. + +
• P"lu,U~ lIamu"lia .. ++.
Luphopllnupeua .p. t +
Plunolh"rea canchar. +
P...·..y~h ..h,. a" + + ..
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ISlAIlD'SITa
$oJn "laud SonCa 10.. S~nca Crul SantA 8lIrbllu SlIn Hleul.. S..nca Cacllllna San Clcunce
1976 1976 1977 1976 .916 1976 J976 1976
IU_lIr S_rWlncer Su_r S_r Su_oo: Su,,"e Suaaer
IIOTIC COHPOSlrtOH All illS All AI All AI A8
..
A8
F. CI.ASS cnUSTACI!A
(OkD£R DECAPODA)(Co~ctd.)
'MlcolSachea ap. +Pollu.r"tl liD • + ..
C. CLASS ~YCHOCOHIDA .
Acholio aS~ISaal.. ...
l~olo80_ YirSdlncoecSnllla 4+ ... ++ + ... ... +
. :'yc;nlliunua aC..arnaS ... ... + .. +. +AmmoCh.lla CuberculllCa ...
LcC;rlhorhrnchu~ hll,en~orfS ... +
"",,"0110,,11.. co.llld.u,l ...
II. CI.ASS CKUSTACtA
(ORDER (jSTkACOIIA)
RUllderma r..lundll ++ t+ ... t+ ++
llul10letUla ap. ++ ...
lIutid..raa ap. 8 ..
IlIIllol.n_ ludad +
~~--------------
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ISLAIlD SIn."
Sun "laud $QAt. 1Iu•• S:aDta CI'u& S.ara BarbAra S.D IncDI.. SaDca C.raUna S.. Cleacotc
1976 J976 J977 1976 1976 1976 1!t76 1916
5_1' 5_.. "Inter Su-.er S_r SUlllIlI1!r SueD" Su_r
BIOTIC ~'~SITION A8 AL-All All A8 All A8 AS
1. CI.ASS CkUSTAC"JA
(SUBORDERCAKHAMIDLA)
l..a1An3S0D ~croccru. + +
J. ClASS CIlUSTAUA
(OkDEIl CllMACEA)
CUlN.C'.-. gpO' +
K. £IASS corEPOUA
(OIWER IlARI'AL'T1 COl DA)
' ....D.CUCD.... liD. ... ++ + +
-
L. CLASS INSECTA
n"I ...arJd•• aD. •
!C. I'IIYI.W. ECIlINOIlERHATA
A. CLASS ASTEIlU1UEA
'hA.cpr ap. ++ + ++
LePl.stcrJaa puattt. +
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ISlNfD SlTIS
S"P "lavd SIlPCa 10.. Santa Crvi SanCa Bubara San Klcol-a tallUl Cat.1il1a Saa ct_c.
1916 1916 1911 1916 \916 1916 19.16 1916
S.-e S_r WInter S_r ~_r Su_r S_r S_r
BlanC alHPUSlTION All AB M All All All All AI
I. I'IIYWH EQllNODElOIATA
A. ClASS AST!ROlIlEA Ic..nt't!)
I AscClrold"a .pl + • +t •P"clde .Inlota +
a. CLASS EClIIHOIIIJ!A
• StronB,locClPcrorua pvrpveatva +
'"'
+t + +t
Slron~¥lllcencrIlCUIIMO, • • ++
C. ClASS HOLOnIUKOIDIlA
• Cuc~rla cvrata • +t +t
• Lepto_,napco a1blcana ++
1~lothvroltJa. op. •P"ch"rh¥one rubro +
o. ClASS OPHIUIlOfOEA
A.phlp~olla aquaaac. +to +
Ol.lII ..ctla al.plell ++ + +
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SlIn IUguel ~.Ilto RollA Santa Cruz Santa B.lrbor. Sian tUeolos Santa Catalina Son Cleo_u
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.S_I' S.-er "Intel' SUllDer 511_1' Su_r Su_r S.-er
810TIC CtfU'ostnOll Ali AB AI A8 1.& 1.8 1.8 1.8
I. I'IIYLtnI EOIlHOD£RHATA
O. CLASS U"IIIUlt01D~ (COllc'oI)
Ophlupturla p.~lll0•• +
Ophlutbrla .plculata + + +
n..',lur"ld,u, liD. + + +
Xl. I'HYl.IlH U:t01'kOCTA
Hlcroporulla col'forlliea + + : ++
~Dbrllnlpor. tubel'culata ++ +
Cryptu,,"la pall;aalona + I
edllupororla brunnea ++ I +,
·
"lp"lIthIlA hy.Una ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++
n,olaaul'urulla callforDlca + + +
• 8ugulo callfurnleo +
MlcroVurolla eilluta ++ ++ + ++
C~llorl. mandlbuluta ++
1~~~nJvor. "unccul.tD + +
·
trlcellarl. tarnata +
(;11011'1'111''' p"tUlll +
Trl~~ll.rl. ~c.d.nt#\.a ++ ++ + ++ ++ +
• Coateda coataat ++ ++ ++ +to .. ++
• P.roll.lttlna cIIIII'era + + + + ++ ..
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laUD nns
SDn Hliluel bne...... S.nta Cru~ Sintl Darl>uI SDII Hleol •• slACI C<ltaJJu San CI_pce
1916 1916 1911 1976 1916 1916 1916 1976
~'OCIlllUr S_r Winter Su_r Su_r S....."r 5_r S_r
IIIOTIC C04POSITIUN
-
All foil All foS All All All All
XI. I'IlYLlIH I!("'UI'K()(''TA (Conc'd.)
• Penderlncla conchlrum + + +
~lllcrl,,10 frln~l"c.na ++ ++ + + +
Crl.l. oecldunt.ll. tt +
S~r ...poc.ll.rl. cI.llornlc. ++ • +
• Cauloro,"p""" .pln'.rUll ++ + ++ + +
• ~llorl. D4ndlbuloCI + .. +to ++ +
IUKUI.. norttinD +
Ilhl'nchu~uulI rOUl'IlUIl +to + ++ + ++
Hlppopodlnl c.llfornlca +
Tut.ullpurD ruba + ++ +
. HII.poporulh 1l01'1I01l1l1ll1l + 1 + +(:1I1,"orlvllo l'olul0 +
• UlupvruQcla cHllfornlca +. + .+
V"I ..ru. yulorunlll +
lyrul. htppucropl. + ++ + +
ScrllpueelJDrto dh:senDl. + ++
111 .."....1"1..1110 In."... lpeo + + + +
Cu.lD~lo robBre.onl•• + +
lIe~.nupor. bu.klDna +
rupldoEUUD Cenulru.er. ++
. Ilerl"l. ud...rdulanD + + +
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Appendix' III
Attached Algae at Mainland and
Island Collection Sites
a. Mainland Collection Sites
b. Island Collection Sites
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Appendix IlIa. Attached Algae at Hainland Collection SiteB
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MAINLAND Sl'!ES
Government Point Goleta Point Coron~ del Mar . San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1?76
Summer Winter Summer ,nnteT Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AD AD AD AD AD AD
THE ALGAE
DIVISION Ch1oroDhvta
CLASS Chlorophyceae
ORDER Ulotrlchales
Enteromorpha Intestlnalls +
Enteromorpha coapressa +
Enteromorpha flexu~8a? +
Enteromorpha pro1ife~~ + I
UIva californica of+ +
Uiva lactuca -++
ORDER Cladophora1es
Cladophora gramlnea +
Cladoohora microc1adioides +
DIVISION Rh~dophyt8
CLASS B3ngiophyceae
ORDER Banglales
1.._ Porphyra perforate? ++
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Appendix lIla (:Ontinued). AttschedAlgae at ~inland Collection Sites
MAINLAND'SITES
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Har San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
SUlIIIIU'. l' Winter Summer Winter SUDIIIler Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AD AD AB AD AD
CLASS Florideophyceae
ORDER Nemalial~o
.
Gelidium cou1teri + +
Gelidium purpurascens . +
COlidium pusil1um ++ +
Gel1diura so• +
ORDER Cryptonemiales
Corallina officlnalls var.
c:hilensis +'
Corallina vancouverinsis .. ++ ++
Corallina sp. +
Bossiella orbigniana ssp.
orbigniana +
Bossiella sp. +
Cal1iarthron cheilosporioides +
Clllliarthron sp. +
Halipty10n gracile ++ *
Jania crasoa +to
CarooDeltls bushiae + *
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Appendix IlIa (Cont1nued). Attached Algae at Mainland Col1~ctlon Sites
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MAINLAND SITES
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1916 1916
SUDlll1er Winter Summer Winter SUIIlIIIer SUlIIDler
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AD Ail AB AD AB AD
ORDER Gigartlnales
Plocamium violaceum +
Plocamium sp. +
GymnogongruB 1eptophyllu8 +
Cigartina canallculata + +
C1R:artina gP. +
ORDER Rhodymeniales
Rhodymcnio Bp.
Coeloselra compressa +
ORDER Ceramialea
Cer4Jll1um ep. + + . +
centroceras clavulatum +
Callithamnion paer-hale +
Polysiphonia hendryi var.
gardner! +
Polysiphonia hendryl var.
hendryl + ++
Polysiphonia panlculata +
Polysiphonia 8copulorum var.
villum +to
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App~ndlx IlIa (Continued). Attached Algae at Mainland Collection Sites
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MAINLAND SITES
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
·1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
SUIIIlIler Winter SU1lllDer Winter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AS AB AD AB AD AB
ORDER ceramialcs (Cont I d.)
Polysiphonia ap. +
Pterochondrla wood!! val'.
woodii + ++
Amplislphonia pacifica + ++
Chondria declplens ++
Laure~cia lajolla +
Laurenc!a so. +
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Appendix lIb. Att8ched 4lgae at Island Collection Sites
ISIAtlD SITU
San Klaue! Santa RoOa Santa c..U& Santa Berbua San lUcoloa Santa CatoHn. San Clemente
1976 1976 1977 1976 1976 1916 1976 1976
SUIIDU S_.. Winter SlI_r Su_.. Su_r Su_u S_r
none COHPOSITION All AI A& AB
.
AB AB AD AB
'tHE A1CAE
DIVIS.GK Chluropbyta
CLASS ProDlnophyceoe
ORDER Pra.lnuclodelca
I'r.olllllcl ...du" ...rlnu.7 + + t +
CLASS U,lorophycclID
OKUER Ulutrh:hal"8
Konu5UOCllI .p. t
UIVD caillurnica t ++ + +
OIlllEK Clodophor.lea
Cladonhora ~Icrocladloldea +
UIUlEk Codhlc8
DIY1SI0lll'hlleophyta
CLASS l1.oeophycea.
OHUER Dlctyuslphonolll8
Helanualphllh IDtaatlnall.
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Appendix IIIb (Continued). Attached AlBae at Island' Coliection Sites
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ISUJlD Slm
San "Jauel S"nCa lola S..nClI Cruz Santll Borbol. S".. Nicolo. SoDEa CauUno San Cle_nte
1916 1916 1911 1916' 1916 1916 1976 1976Sumler S_r lIlnur Sl_r S\llDer Su_r S..-r S_r
BIOT~r. Ct»tPOSITIOH All AI All AD All AS All AD
ORDER ScycoIJphonol••
Endorochae bJnlhl.Jae +tulDoQU~Ja alnuoa.. + +
OKUER Dlccyocaloa
OnbER O,urdarl.1••
CvllndroclIrn u8 r~oolu,' +
DIV1SI0lf Ilbodophyu
CLASS ~ns'uphyc ••e
ORDER Banslal..
Purl'..yra perforoe.., +'" + ....
l'urphyru u"hScoehylla1 I +
ClASS Ylorldeu~hyc.ae
OROta N.~llal ••
CeIJdJua couleer' • +Cc I loll... n ....UIIlI .. + + .. + ++
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Appendix 11th (Continued). Attached AlBae at Island Collection Sites
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-ISLAND ,ins
San "lauel Santo lIu.. SantA Cruz Sonto B.rb.,o San Nh:ula. Santo c.tdlna Son Clt'lIIonta
J976 1976 1977 1)16 .,76 1"6 1976 1976
SUUIIUr S_r Wlntar S'lI:IWr S..-o:r Su_r SUUClr S_r
IlIOTIC Cl»IPOSITION AS AB Aft ;,a Aft AD All AB
uftb£R Crypton~qlale.
Coralilna v~r.couverln.l~ + ++
lo,ul.. U" plUIDUlUI +
IIoUptylu" 1\1"0.:110 + + : ++CUralJlna traG•• +
Endu~l~dl" murl,al~ +
1",rlllllJ"hl" bUlIl,loa + ++ +,
URIlEll Glp.... l.lr..lc•
Plneea!u. vluloceu. +
Putrualoavum p"rYual +
GIBBrl!na canalleulato ++
eISan!".. lip. + •~..alo".u~ dftJua +
OKld/1I khoJyoaenllllull
Cuelu9ulra eomDr••1I0 +
U"UtR C"r.llll1dell
Cera..lu. aD. • • ++ ~ + t
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Attached Algae at Island Colh-:hon Sites
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ISUND SIttS
llan "laud Sanu Balla SanC.. Cruz Santa Barbara San "lcolall Santa CataUna San Cl"pente
1976 197~ 1917 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976
SlIIlIIer S_r IUnter Su_or Su_or Su_r S_r S....er
BIOTIC CQKPOSITIOH All jllJ All All AI All AB All
OaD£R Cor••lal•• (Cont'd.)
.
Colltthamnlun aeutu. +
THfanleU. III)'darlae7 +
1'01YIII"ltunl.. decunAte + +
.01yul~honI4 hendryl vel'.
hel.dryl + + + t+ + +
Polydpltonla nathanlalU +
1'01yaiplouniA .copulor_ val'.
"IU.... +
Puly"lpho"la ap. +
Plurueho"drl.. 1I0udli VIII',
vuodll +
AlDplllolphonb padlJca +
Chundrl.. decl"Sen. +
Ololldrla nldtflca +
Ch'JIldr I. sp. ..
l.Durllncl" crlapa •
wure"da decJd..a7 +
l.II..rend.. "julia . +
Laurencl. pacifica ot +
l.our""cl••p. ...
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Appendix ,IV
Detritus at l-lainland and Island
Collection Sites
a. Mainland Collection Sites
b. Island Collection Sites
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Appendix IVa. Detritus at Mainland Collection Sites
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MAINLAND $ITES
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Mat' San otego.
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 . 1976
SUlJllller Wintct' SUlJIIIler Winter SUllIDler SUlIIIIler
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AB AB AB AD AD
CLASS Angiospermae
SUB~LASS Monocoty1edones
Phyllo8padix 8P.
*
++ ++ +to
TIlE AUlAE
DIVISION Chlorophyta
CLASS Chlorophyceae
ORDER U10trichales
Enteromorpha intestina1is
*Ulva cslifornlca + ++ +
Ulva lactuca ++
Vlva lobats +
VIva "p. +
DIVISION Phaeophyta
CLASS Phaeophyceae
ORDER Dictyotalo8
Dictyota flabellat. ++
Zonaria farlowii + + +
Dictyotales gP. +
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Detritus at Mainland Collection SitesAppendix IVa (Continued).
'MAINLAND SITES
Government Point Goleta Point Corona del Har San Diego
1976 19'17 . 1976 '-917 1976 1976 .'
Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AB AB AD AB AB
DIVISION Rhodophyta
CLASS Bangiophyceae
ORDER Bangiales
Porphyra thuretii?
-++
Porphyra SD. ++
CLASS Florideophyceae
ORDER Nema1iales
Gelidium coulter! ++ -++
Gelidium purpurascen8 ++ ++ ++
Gelidium pusillum
-++ -++
Gelidium robustum +
Gel1diutD 8P. + -++ +
ORDER Cryptonemiales
Pikes califomica +
Lithothrix aspergillum +
Corallina frondescens? +
Corallina pinnatlfol1a? +
Corallina vancouveriensls
-++ ++
Corallina sp. ++ +
Bossiella chiloensis .+ +
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MAINLAND SITES
Government Point G.Ileta Point Corona :'el Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 19,6 1976
5ununer Winter Summer Winter Summer Summer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AB AS AB AB AB
ORDER Cryptonemlales (Cont'd.)
Bosstella orblgnlana ... ...
Bos8iell~ orblgnlana ssp.
dichotoma ++
B03s1el1a orbignlana ssp.
orb1gnlana ... ...
Bossiella sp. ... ...
Hallptylon gracile ... .... ++
Jania crassa ++
Endocladla murlcata ... ...
Prionltls sp. ... ++
CalloDhyllls 80. ...
ORDER Cigortinales
Plocamlum cartl1aglneum ... ... ++
Gracllaria verrucosa ++
Cracllarla sf'. ...
Ahnfeltia glgartinoidea ...
Ahnfeltia plicata +f-
Cymnogongru8 leptophyllus ... +
Cigartina canaliculata i+ ...
C:igortino. leptorhynchos? ...
Gigartina tepi~a ...
CiRartina ap. i+ ...
Rhodo21os8um affine ... ...
t··..
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Detritu9 at Mainland Collection Sites
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Appe~dix IVa (Continued). Detritus at Mainland Collection Sites
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MAINLAND SITES
Government Point ,Goleta Point Corona del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer SU1ll&lIer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AB AB AB AB AB
ORDER Rhodymeniale~
Rhodymenia sp. + +
Rhodvmenla californica +
ORDER Ceramiales
Antithamnion ~p• +
Ceramium ap. + ++ ++ ++
Centroceras clavulatum +
Callithamnion paschale ++
Anisocladella pacifica +
Nienburgia andersoniana +
Acrosorium uncinatum ++
Cryptopleura crispa + +t- o +
Rhodoptilum plumo5um ++
Polysiphonia hendryi var.
gardneri +
Polysiphonia hendryi var.
hendryi + ++ ++
Polysiphonia 1ndigena +
Po1ysiphonia nathaniel!i + +
Polysiphoni~ 8copulorum var.
vl11um ++
F.olysillhonia SIl. +
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Appendix IVa (Continued). Detritus at Mainland Collection Sites
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MAINLAND SITES
Government Point Goleta Point Corona 'del Mar San Diego
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1976
Summer Winter Summer Winter SUlIIIDer SUDlIller
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AB AS AS AS AD AD
ORDER Ceramlales (Cont'd.)
Pterosiphonia bailey! + ++ +
Pterosiphonia pennata +
Pterochondria woodiivar.
woodU ++ ++ 1+
Amplisiphonia pacifica + ++ +to
Chondria nidlf1ca +
Chondria sp. +
Laurencia crispa +
Laurencia pacifica +
Laurencia sp1endens +
Laurencia sp. + ++
Neootl1ota ca1ifornica +
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Appendi~ IVb. Detritus at Island Collection Sites
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lSIAHD SIns
s.." "Isud SOlita Rouo S.nu Cru& Sant.. BarbaI'. San Hh:ol11a Santa ClltaUna :laR \;ll:llente
1916 1976 1917 1716 1916 1976 1976 1916
SUIDar Suaqtlr Winter Su-..r SUID"r Su_r Su-.:r ~_r
IIorIC Cl»tI'USIt1ON AB All AB All All 1.8 A8 . A8
CI.ASS AlllllollP,,"••II.
SUIICLAl;S """,,,;,,c'Iled,,..,,..
l'hYllolI".dlll liP. ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
TlIF. ALCAE
!lIVISIOlf UII"ruphyta
.
C~S C.lurophyc"••
Ok1lt:1l Uluulch.l"•
VI.a clIllfor.. lca + + + tot
UI.a duelyl.t"ru +
UllOa eXl'ullu .. +
Uh. I"ccur" +
UIIIII rlilld.. +
UI." liP. i'
UKIlt:k e...uul...
Cudh... "P. •
IIIV1SIOH I'h..eophyt ..
CI.A:lS 1'I'~""rh,,,,,u.
OKII':" DlcLyuulph.,nalea
" .. Iurlol"l.. vlnarolllU +
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Appendix IVb (Continued). Detritus at Island Coll~etion Sites
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ISLAJID SITes
S..n "'Ilad S.nra ao•• "'nC. Cruz S.aU ...bua 511" Nicol•• 511aca catalin. S.n Cle.nre
1916 1976 1977 197. 1976 1976 1976 1976
Su_er 5_1' IUnr..r S.....r Su_ar Su_r SuUul' 5u_1'
BIOTIC COHPOSITJOH All All AD . All All AS AS All
Oar·"l Scyr08lphonale.
Endarachno bSnahaul•• '. +
Colpt)IHnlo slnu0811 •
OMDER Dlelyolal ••
bler,ol. 'lab.llaC. +
IIlecY"II'."" ....4uI.c. •
U~IJEM 1",,,'"ul.. l...
""e.oeyacl8 liP. ++
ORDER .'..eal..
C••Co•• 'ra oaaund.ee. + +
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Appendix IVb (Continued). Detritue at leland ~llection Sitee
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San "ISllo1 Santa RDIUI Sonto Crill Sonta llorl>.ra San Nleoloo Santa Cat.llna Son ClelDeDte
1976 1976 1977 1976 1976 1!H6. 1971> .1970
SUUlcr SlIlIll'IoIr.Wlnt.r S.....r S.._lIr S.._r Su....r Swaaer
BIOTIC COMPOSITION All "B All All All 1.8 1.8 AI
ORnER Se,tDolphonaleo
!ftdoraehne blnshaalac +
Culp_"nla olnuoo. +
OkDER Dlcc,Dcal"o
Ulctyoto fla~Dll.tD +
Il1ctyupterh ulldulliC. +
~kUER Lamln.rl.l••
ltaerocyaclD eP. ++
olton "ueDle•
Cyotoo.lr. o.-undac•• + +
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Appendix IVb (C)ntlnued). Detritus at Island Collection Sites
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ISLAIlD Sins
SaD "Iluel SanEa 1lo8. Senta Cl'uz Santa llA~ba~a San "lco1.. Sanla CataUIUl Sail Cl_ta
1916 1976 1977 1976 1976 1976 1976 1976
S~Clr Suaoar Winter Su-..r Su=oar Su_r S_r S_r
IIOTIC COIfOSITIOll All All r.a All AI AI AI All'
DIVISION Rhudophyta
CWS DAllllluph7C.""
OklJER BdnSlllleu
'o~ph7ra loncOlo1atat +
rorp~7ra perforatat ++ ++ .
'or"hvu liD. i' + +
CLASS Florldeophycoae
UkbEK "emall.loll
Calldlum ~ou1terl ++ ++ ..
CelldlU3 ,urpuraocena .. + ++ ++ ++ ++ ..
~elldl'" ,ullll1ua ++
Celldl~ robulltuD + +
CdldlUlll .p. ++ + ++
Pl ..rucl~dlb cADIIlac.o +
OkUER Cr7ptun~Dllllo.
Llthuthrh aspe~&IlIUil + + ...
Cur.llina officinal I .. ++
Cur"III", of!lclnull. v.~.
chUena" + + t
Cur"lllne Dlnnac I falla' ..
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Appendix IVb (Continued). Det.ritus at Island Collection Sites
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ISUIlD lItIS
SlIn "'auill Sinta RoIIII SlInu Cru& Santa IIArbor. , San IUcol•• Sont. CAcaUn. SlIn CI_nte
;976 1976 1977. 1976 1976 1916 1976 1976SUIIll&Ilr S_I" Vlnter SU_I" Su_r 5_1' S_.. '5,,_1'
BIOTIC COMPOSITION AS AI AI AI AB AB All AS
ORDER Cryptunemlales
(Cont '.s.)
CDr.lllno v.ncouverl.~st.
•Co>rel Una .p, + + +
luu.'ella eel.fornlea app.
eel Hurnlc.. t +
Ionh.U• .:1I11o.n". + ... ++ ...eu•• I.. U. orblanl.llul ...
... teo•• I.II. or~lsnlena ••p.
or"llnlono
...
&Qu.l"lla plUDO•• +
"'•• 10,11. ~... ++ ... + +tCall1.nltron lip • ...
lIo111plylull .raclle ++ ... ++ ++ ... •[nolllel.oIla murlc.to ++ t+ ++ +CerFup"hh ~ullhleOl ++ I"r'ullhlo 00. •• + ...
_.._---
ukUr.k Cisurlinul••
..
Plocuha cerUle.tneua ++ t ... ...
~luc ••lua vlola~.~ _ +Plou_l....p. ++
Croc'lerl. v.rrueo•• ++ ++
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Appendix IVb (Con~inued). DetTltus at Island Collection Sites
ISUIlD SITES
SAn "Iau.l Santa 10•• Sallca erue Santa Barbarll San Nleola. :;.lIt. cat.Una San ele_nt.
1976 1976. 1977 1916 1976 1976 1976 1976
Su_r 5_1' Wlntlll' SU_I' 5u_1' 5,,_111' 5W11lDcI' SUDler
a1O'I'lC C<t\I'OSITION AI AI AI All AI AI All AI
OIUJER C1CAR1'INUES
(ConC'd.)
Cy.noV~n&fu. leptopbyllull -c+ rl
Cy..noaollBrul lip. ..
SCunullta.., In~"trUl'tA .. +
CI&~rtlna cdnQll~ul.ra ++ ++ + +t . +
Clgartln. cur~blfer~? +
CJ8~rtlna pd~lllata7 ..
CIBdrclnA Iplnoua? ++
GlgolUtlh4 c",.lda +
I:lsanlna ap. ++ .. ++ t+
RhuduilioOIlUD .f Hna ++ ++
OHO~R CcraDAalell
C"raDllulII II'. .. .. ++ ++ ++ .+
"lcrocl~qi. b~.cQIID ..
c..lllth....nlon bl."rlotull +
c..11 hhuDlnlun l'oDcholu ++
Crypcupleuta crlapa ++ .....
BuCryoulollaum turluvlanulII
VIII'. flirt_Ian". +
KlouduptJ lUll pi WllUlIllII ..
Puly.tphunla .c...lnat• +
Pl"on",..orl... aouatraaus •
.'
. '
.ISLAND nus
San "1~...1 Santa Ro.a Sanea Crull: SanUl earbara San MIe:ol•• SanCa CataUna Sa~ cT_ata
1916 1976 lU7 1916 1916 1916 1976 1916
S~..r S_r Vlnter SUIfoI:Illr Su_el' Su_r SUDDer S._r
IIOlIC ClfIPOSlTlOH All AB All All All A8 "8 All
ORDER Ccr.ml~l ••
(Cant' 01,)
Polyalphonla brodl••tf ..
Polyalphon!a docu.II...ta
..
Puly.lpl,lJnla hendryl v....
aa~d".r! .. .. t+
r..1Yllphol\10 hOllllryl Vir •
hend.,. .. .... + .. +
ruly51phunla pacltlca Yilt •
padU.:a ..
Palyalphunlll pac1Ucer ..
l'olY.'r-hunla acol'ular... ""1'•
vlU.... + +
'alyalpl,onla ·111'. +
l'taroll1phonl.. ballay. ++ ++ •I'Le,osl,.h..nlo pennata ..
Pttlrochunolrlil v"odl1 VOl'.
,"",00111 ++ ++ • •M;.Uulpl,unla p..c:lflcil ++ + .. .. ..
~,undrla d,ctpl,,08 •Ollmll," ,,'o/Hlt.. .. •l4ur~ncla p~cJflc .. + ++ ++ ..
lAuran..:'••11'..:....... • .. +L.our.nc" .1'. ++ + ..
Rhod..-I..... • •
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Appendix IVb (Continuod).
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